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Abstract 
 

Logitech S.A. is involved in a collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment process with their 

direct customers based on the available supply at Logitech and the customer inventory and demand 

data. Additionally, Logitech considers obtaining data from their indirect customer to incorporate this in 

the process as well. The actual decision on whether to do so depends on the (monetary) benefits. To 

provide insights into these benefits, this report describes the effects of using demand information 

originating from further downstream in the supply chain to forecast future sales. Additionally, the 

benefits of applying an echelon-stock inventory control policy – in which the replenishment decision 

incorporates the indirect customer stock levels - are investigated. Specifically, the research focuses on 

the practical scenario where information is obtained from only part of the supply chain. Although 

showing great potential benefits, the recommendation is given to run a pilot that can provide additional 

evidence to validate the findings.  
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Abbreviations 
 

CSC   Customer Supply Chain 

EMEA  Europe, Middle-East and Africa 

FY  Fiscal year, Logitech’ fiscal year starts in March and ends in February of the named year. 

SI   Sell-in, the flow of goods between Logitech and the distributors 

SKU   Stock keeping unit 

SO  Sell-out, the flow of goods between the retailers and the end-customer 

ST  Sell-through, the flow of goods between the distributors and the retailers 

TWOH  Target Weeks-On-Hand-Inventory 

WOH  Weeks-On-Hand-inventory  
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Management summary 
 

Problem description 

A main issue for many companies right now is the question to which degree they should involve 

themselves in the processes of the different businesses in their supply chain. One of these companies is 

Logitech, a manufacturer of peripheral devices for PC’s. Their products are manufactured in China where 

after these are shipped to their central warehouse in Europe. From here the goods are sold to 

distributors (Tier-1 customers), that in turn sell them to retailers (Tier-2 customers). Throughout this 

thesis the sales by Logitech are referred to as the ‘sell-in”, the sales by the distributors as “sell-through” 

and the sales by the retailers to the consumer as “sell-out”.  

To pursue further reductions in supply chain spend Logitech wants to decrease the supply chain 

inventory levels. Currently, Logitech tries to coordinate the material flows from the central warehouse 

to the distributors by creating order proposals for the distributors with the use of historical sell-through 

information and the distributor’ inventory levels. Additionally, there is information available about the 

sell-out and inventory levels the majority of the retailers, however this is not being used systematically 

in the replenishment process. Therefore, the question has risen whether using this data (represented by 

the blue arrows in the figure below) as an input for the order proposal process is beneficial to Logitech 

and in which way it should be incorporated. 

Distributor
(Tier-1)

Tier-1 Inventory control process

Indirect 
Retailers 
(Tier-2)

Unknown 
retailers

Order 
proposals

Tier-1 
Inventory

SO 
history

ST 
history

End-
Customer

End-
Customer

X %

(1-X) %

Inventory levels and sell-out not reported to logitech

X %

(1-X) %

Tier-2 
Inventory

EMEA 
Warehouse

Orders

 
Figure: Supply chain information available for order proposal 

The use of downstream demand information has been linked to lower inventory levels in the supply 

chain and reduced costs. However, there are also several costs tied to obtaining and processing the 

data. For this reason the main research question of this thesis is the following: 

“What are the benefits of using information from indirect customers (Tier-2) to coordinate the material 

flows to the direct customers (Tier-1)?”  

To investigate this a model is created that can estimate the benefits of the use of downstream demand 

information for Logitech and for other companies that encounter a similar problem.  
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Research scope 

The research only focuses on the part of the supply chain between, and including, the sell-in and sell-out 

material and information flows. Due to the complexity of the ordering behavior from Logitech towards 

the factories this part is not taken into account, only the effects of a changing sell-in pattern on the 

safety stock of Logitech are considered.  

Research design  

A model is constructed for one distributor replenishing N retailers. It incorporates three different 

scenarios with respect to the inventory control policy of the distributor: 

1. No information sharing: the distributor bases its ordering decision only on its own inventory 

position and the historical data on orders placed by the retailers (sell-through). 

2. (Partial) Demand information sharing: the distributor uses the sell-out information from some or 

all of the retailers. 

3. (Partial) Demand and inventory information sharing: the distributor uses the sell-out and Tier-2 

inventory information from some or all of the retailers.  

The performance of the model  is measured by the bullwhip, forecast accuracy, channel inventory, 

safety stock at Logitech, and the lost sales. The bullwhip measures the increase in variability of the 

ordering pattern while going upstream in the supply chain. Three different analyses are performed: a 

parameter sensitivity analysis, a partial information sharing analysis and an inventory balance analysis. 

The parameter sensitivity is tested for randomly generated normally distributed demand, whereas the 

other two analyses are based on the historical the sell-out of seven retailers over FY-14 and FY-15. These 

retailers account for 70% of the total sell-through of the distributor. This dataset includes 262 different 

products, these are all products with a sell-through of at least 100 units in FY-15. 

Results 

The analysis on the historical dataset from one distributor and seven retailers shows significant 

reductions in the channel inventory and the required safety stock at Logitech for the demand sharing 

scenario. With all seven retailers sharing their sell-out information, the safety stock could be decreased 

with 27% and channel inventory value reduced up to 13%. Moreover, the bullwhip within the supply 

chain could decrease up to 23%, which could give significant benefits further upstream the supply chain 

as well. Lastly, the model showed an increase in forecasting accuracy of approximately 5 percentage 

points, which could provide benefits for multiple business processes within Logitech. 

 

Figure: Reduction in channel inventory and safety stock value 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Number of retailers sharing sell-out information 

Channel Inv (value)

Safety stock (value)
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In the partial information sharing analysis the focus was put upon the trade-off between the specific 

costs of processing the sell-out data and the storage costs for the safety stock of Logitech. It could be 

observed that having three out of seven retailers share their sell-out information gave the lowest total 

costs, a reduction of 7.6% compared to the scenario without information sharing. At the start of the 

research it was thought that an initial lower bound of sell-out data would be required for it to be useful 

for the inventory control model. However, this was found to be untrue. Even when combining the sell-

out data of only a single retailer with the sell-through data from the other retailers as input for the 

forecasting process, this would still yield significant gains.  The only factor of importance is the size of 

the retailer: the benefits of incorporating the sell-out data scale with the retailer’ size, while the costs 

for processing the data do not. 

The results from the parameter sensitivity analysis show that an echelon inventory control model, which 

is an inventory model incorporating both the sell-out and the Tier-2 inventory levels, always performs 

worse for the same set of parameters compared to scenario with solely demand information sharing. 

The reason for this is the combination of the echelon based inventory control model and the alterations  

of the order-up-to level based on forecasts. The basic advantage of an echelon inventory model is that it 

aggregates all the inventories in the supply chain and therefore can anticipate the supply requirements 

of the retailers before they actually place their orders. However, in combination with forecasting this 

anticipation only seem to lead to an exaggeration of the bullwhip effect within the supply chain. 

Recommendations 
The results indicate that even including only a single retailer could show positive results as long as this 

retailer represents a large enough volume in sell-out. Therefore, with the current available information 

Logitech should already be able to make significant gains. Guided by the potential costs savings, Logitech 

should investigate in which way their systems could allow to include the sell-out data as input for the 

forecasting module currently used for generated the order proposals to the distributors and the related 

costs in changing these systems. 

This research assumes that the retailers always order at the same distributor. In reality however the 

percentage of sell-through ordered by a retailer at the same distributor varies from 20 to 100%. 

Applying the model to a situation with changing links between distributors and retailers is more complex 

because the sell-out of a retailer cannot simply be used in the forecasting process of a specific 

distributor anymore. This is a practical problem that will need to be tackled when investigating the 

specific business changes required to incorporate the sell-out in the inventory control model at Logitech.  
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1 Introduction 
This chapter firstly introduces the problem and the company wherein the problem is observed. 

Thereafter, the project approach and the outline for the remainder of the report are provided. 

1.1 Problem introduction 

A recent change in the paradigm of business management is that individual companies no longer 

compete with each other as individual entities, but as supply chains. An important result from this is that 

the success of a company now depends on its ability to integrate and coordinate the business 

relationships among members of its supply chain. (Lambert & Cooper, 2000) Nowadays, the term 

‘supply chain management’ is used to refer to the management of material and information flows 

between the different members of a supply chain, such as retailers, factories and distribution centers. 

(Thomas & Griffin, 1996) 

Two trends play a role in shaping the landscape for supply chain management. Firstly, the last decades 

of the twentieth century witnessed a considerable expansion of supply chains into international 

locations, especially in the automobile, computer, and apparel industries. (Meixell & Gargeya, 2005) This 

expansion has made supply chains increasingly more complex. Secondly, information technology has 

significantly reshaped supply chain behavior. One significant benefit is that it allows firms to share 

information (i.e., point-of-sales data, inventory, and sales trends) quickly and inexpensively. (Yue & Liu, 

2006) Information sharing, however, may not be beneficial to some supply chain entities due to high 

adoption cost of joining the inter-organizational information system. (Huang, Lau & Mak, 2003)  

Following from the paradigm shift and these current trends, a main issue for many companies right 

now is the question to which degree they should involve themselves in the processes of the different 

businesses in their supply chain. One of these companies is Logitech, a manufacturer of peripheral 

devices for PC’s. Over the last decade they have involved themselves more in their supply chain to 

achieve reductions in costs and to shorten the lead-time from the factory to the end-customer.  The first 

step was to collaborate with their direct customers in the order fulfillment process. The results show a 

45% decrease in inventories at these direct customers over the last 4 years, which has led to an increase 

in inventory turns and a decrease in costs. Additionally, Logitech also has information available from 

their indirect customers; however the benefits of incorporating this information in the inventory control 

and order fulfillment processes are unknown.  

In the scientific literature the use of demand information from further downstream in the supply chain 

has been suggested as a way to decrease the ‘bullwhip effect’ within supply chain. The bullwhip effect 

can be defined as the phenomenon where orders placed by a firm tend to have a larger variance than 

their sales and this is amplified as one moves upwards in the supply chain. (Lee, Padmanabhan & 

Whang, 2004) A reduction herein has been linked to lower inventory levels in the supply chain and 

reduced costs. However, there are still several gaps in the literature  around the bullwhip effect and the 

use of downstream demand information. Very little research has been done towards the impact of 

including information of only part of the customers in the inventory control process. There are several 

costs tied to obtaining and processing the data, however the benefits of using this information scale 

with the size of the customer. It would be interesting to investigate the trade-off point is between these 
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costs and benefits.  Additionally, many businesses deal with non-stationary demand patterns. For this 

reason they employ dynamic inventory control policies, wherein the parameters are changed 

periodically based on a forecast. These policies are known to amplify the bullwhip effect and the effects 

of information sharing in conjunction with these policies are still unknown. 

This project is therefore focused on creating a model that can be used to estimate the benefits of the 

use of downstream demand information, both in the situation of Logitech and for companies that 

encounter a similar problem. The remainder of this chapter is used to explain the project methodology 

and the report outline.  

1.2 Project approach 

This project follows the problem solving cycle (Fig. 1)  as described by van Aken et al. (2012). The first 

step is the problem definition where from an initial observation a precise problem statement is made 

and verified. The second step, which consists of an analysis and diagnosis, covers the creation of a 

simulation model and subsequent analysis. Afterwards, during the solution design step, suggestions are 

given for the design of the solution. The project will stop here and will therefore not include a complete 

formulation of the intervention step where the business processes are adapted. 

Problem 
mess

Problem definition

Analysis & Diagnosis

Solution design

Intervention

Evaluation and 
learning

 
Figure 1: The problem solving cycle 

Source: van Aken (2012) 

1.3 Report outline 

The purpose of this report is to show the results of this master thesis project. The rest of this document 

is structured as follows. First, the second chapter provides the problem context for the case study within 

Logitech. Afterwards, the problem statement (Chapter 3) provides a more detailed description of the 

problem. In the fourth chapter an overview is presented of academic research into this topic and which 

contributions this project can make to the literature. Based on this and the questions put forward by 

Logitech several research questions are listed in chapter four. Additionally, the research scope is 

delineated that shows what the project does and does not cover. Next, in chapter five a general model is 

described that can be used to analyze of the effects of information sharing within a supply chain. 

Chapter six describes several assumptions and considerations that were made to apply the model to the 

situation of Logitech. The different analyses performed with the model are then discussed in chapter 

seven. After, the conclusions and recommendations towards Logitech and the implications for future 

research on this topic form the last chapter of this report.   
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2 Logitech 
Logitech is a global provider of peripheral devices for PC’s, such as computer mice and keyboards, and 

was founded in Switzerland in 1981. In 2014 the net sales amounted to $2.12 billion with a net income 

of $74 million. Their products are distributed in more than 100 countries worldwide through retail 

channels or via partnerships with PC manufacturers. It conducts its business through subsidiaries in AMR 

(North and South America), EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa) and AP (Asian Pacific, including 

among other countries, China, Taiwan, Japan and Australia).  

2.1 Company background 

The supply chain of Logitech covers the procurement of components to the manufacturing and 

distribution of the products through the different distribution channels (Fig.2). The products are 

manufactured either in the Logitech factory in Suzhou (China) or by one of the contract manufacturers. 

From the factories the products are shipped to the central distribution centers, where after they are 

sold to the different customers: (country specific-) distributors, mass retailers and OEM’s1. 

Component 
Suppliers

Contract 
manufacturers

Logitech 
factory

Regional 
Distribution

Country-
specific 

Distributors

Distributors

Mass-Retailers

OEM’s

Retailers

End-customer

Figure 2: Supply chain organizational structure. 

On the highest level the company is organized for the main business functions: Design, Finance, 

Human Resource Management, Public Relations, Sales & Marketing and Worldwide Operations. Each of 

these is divided into multiple entities with employees working all over the world. Here, it is important to 

note that the company is not necessarily organized geographically, so employees from the same 

organizational group can work at different locations. 

Under Worldwide Operations falls the Global Supply Chain organization that consists of 11 business 

groups covering aspects such as supply chain analytics, compliance, new product introductions, and 

planning. One of these is the Customer Supply Chain (CSC) business group that coordinates the finished 

goods flows from the Logitech factory and contract manufacturers to the customer's loading dock or 

doorstep. This business group is responsible for: 

- Interfacing with the regional sales teams. 

- Collaborating with the sales teams and channel partners (i.e. some of the (country specific) 

distributors and mass retailers) to ensure product availability on the shelves. 

                                                            
1 In the case of Logitech, these are PC manufacturers that sell their PC’s in combination with the Logitech products. 
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- Delivering logistics services and ensuring on time delivery at an optimized cost. 

As can be seen, this business group has three region based groups and three global groups. (Fig. 3) 

Worldwide
Operations

Global 
Supply Chain

Customer 
Supply Chain

AMR 
Customer 

Supply Chain

EMEA 
Customer 

Supply Chain

AP Customer 
Supply Chain

Global 
Logistics 

Operations

Global CSC & 
Process 

Management

Global 
Channel Data 
management

Supply Chain 
Analytics

Manu-
facturing

Planning … +8

… +9

 
Figure 3: Global Customer Supply chain organizational structure. 

The case study is done at Logitech Europe S.A. in Nijmegen, which governs the supply chain of 

Logitech for EMEA. In Nijmegen, most employees fall under the EMEA Customer Supply Chain group, 

however some report to another group within CSC or an entirely different business group.  

2.2 Product description 

Logitech’s main products are peripheral devices for PCs, including keyboards, mice, microphones, game 

controllers and webcams. Next to this, their product range also considers home and computer speakers, 

headphones, wireless audio devices, as well as audio devices for MP3 players and mobile phones. More 

recently, the company has also begun making keyboards and covers for tablets. Their strategy is to 

create innovative, high quality products that can be placed in the market against a higher price.  

For the EMEA region there are around 2.400 different active SKU’s. The product range covers is 

organized in a hierarchical order consisting of five levels. Each level specifies the product more precisely 

according to its characteristics. An example of this is shown below: 

1. Product Family:  Pointing Devices 

2. Product Group:   Mouse - Cordless 

3. Product Type:   Cordless Mice Type 

4. Product Line:   Gyro 

5. Product Number:  910-002651 
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With respect to the demand characteristics of their products, a large amount of variability can be 

observed over the year. Part of this is due to seasonality: for customer electronics the sales period 

around Christmas causes a big spike in the demand. However, as will be seen throughout this report, a 

part of the variability is caused by the supply chain itself rather than a change in the end-customer 

demand. Note that both table 1 and figure 4 are shown for fiscal year 2015, which starts on the 1st of 

April, 2014 and ends 31st of March, 2015. 

 
Figure 4: Total gross sales per week (in units) for the EMEA region in fiscal year 2015 

2.3 Supply chain for the EMEA region 

The focus of this project is on the use of information from downstream locations in the supply chain, 

therefore the next section will go into detail for the different distribution channels within the supply 

chain, the IT systems and tools supporting operations and the order proposal process. 

2.3.1 Distribution channels & collaboration 

The Logitech site in Nijmegen is primarily responsible for managing the material flows to the customers 

in the EMEA region. The products are shipped from the Logitech factory in China or from contract 

manufacturers to the central EMEA warehouse in Venray, The Netherlands, before being sent further 

downstream. This warehouse is owned and operated by Flextronics, an external party. Both the 

transport to and from the warehouse is done by forwarders contracted by Logitech. From the 

warehouse, three types of distribution channels are used: distributors, direct retailers, and sales directly 

to the end-consumer through their website. The sales on the website are marginal compared to the first 

two; therefore this channel is not further elaborated. For the other two channels it is important to 

define the different material streams. Sales either to the distributors or the direct retailers are called 

‘sell-in’. The sales from distributors to the retailers are called ‘sell-through’, where sales to the end-

consumer are defined as the ‘sell-out’. (Fig.5)  

Sales in units
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EMEA 
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(Flextronics)
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Distributors 
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Indirect 
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Sell-in (SI)
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Figure 5: Distribution channels 

For the EMEA region the majority of sales go through distributors. For the remainder of this document 

only this distribution channel is considered and the words ‘distributor’ and ‘retailer’ are used to refer to 

these Tier-1 and Tier-2 customers.  

The distributors act as intermediaries: Logitech pays them for their services in terms of selling the 

product to indirect retailers. The ownership of the Tier-1 inventory lies at the distributors, for this 

reason Logitech recognizes revenue at the sell-in moment. However, if a distributor is not able to sell its 

products, it can return them without penalties under certain conditions (return-to-seller). It is therefore 

important for Logitech not to fill the channel with too much stock. However, Logitech is also a sales 

driven organization; based on sales targets they try to push their products towards the distributors and 

eventually the end-customer.  For these ‘additional’ product flows it is important that they are shipped 

to the distributors where they are most likely to be sold: either because they have a low inventory 

compared to the sales rate or they have a high sales rate, so the risk is lower that this inventory does not 

get sold and become obsolete inventory. 

To achieve the goals of not filling the channel with too much stock and making sure the products are 

sent to the customer that need it the most, Logitech has involved itself in the replenishment process of 

their customers. They collaborate with a portion of their distributors by having (bi-) weekly meetings. 

Here they discuss how actual sales are progressing compared to the monthly and quarterly targets, 

whether there is aging inventory (that has been at the distributor for more than 13 weeks) or products 

with high inventory levels, the status on any backlog at Logitech, and what the distributor should order 

in the next week. For the latter Logitech generates a list order proposals, based on weekly received 

information from the distributors and their sales targets. The non-collaborative distributors get sent 

these proposals as well for them to use if they want. In both cases, the distributors still have full control 

on whether they place an order and in which quantity. Logitech believes that this involvement leads to, 

among other things, lower inventory holding costs, less spoilage of redundant products and allows for a 

quicker phase-over of successive products. 
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2.3.2 Organization of the EMEA distribution center 

With respect to the material flows, the organizational structure in Nijmegen is divided into three parts: 

1. Supply Planning: Their task is to provide the factories with a high level production plan.  As 

described earlier, this is a global unit: it is spread out over multiple locations and organized on a 

product basis.   

2. Replenishment Operations: They are in contact with the customers and are responsible for the 

customer order fulfillment.  

3. Logistics Operations: The main focus here is on the physical movement of materials from and to 

the EMEA warehouse. 

Supply 
Planning

Replenishment Operations EMEA
Logistics 

operations

Region 
North

Region 
South & 

East

Central 
region & E-
commerce

Operations 
& Analytics

Product 
Analytics

 
Figure 6: Global Customer Supply chain organizational structure. 

The research is mainly being done within Replenishment Operations. This group has a regional and a 

product focus. The regional focus is divided over three teams that each manages a cluster of countries: 

Region North, Central Region & E-Commerce, and Region South & East. One operations and analytics 

team supports the regional teams with tools and information. Next to this, a product analytics team 

works from a product point of view: they are, among other things, involved with the phasing in and 

phasing out of specific products. 

2.3.3 IT systems and tools 

To manage the material and information flows Logitech is heavily dependent on different types of 

information systems and tools. They enable automation of a large part of the information flows and they 

guide the employees in their decision making. These tools are for example: 

 Demantra: Program used to create order proposals also based on manual inputs 

 Focuslist: An excel output file with order proposals 

 LP tool: A program responsible for linking the demand to supply. 

 Logic and Scan: Two multidimensional databases for financial and product data. 

 Microsoft Access:  A database management system. Within Logitech it is used as the front-end 

of multiple programs while it retrieves its data from systems such as Oracle. 

 Oracle: ERP system used by Logitech to cross reference data in the systems. 

 R: software environment used to generate forecasts. 

2.3.4 Order proposal process 

As explained in section 2.3.1, Logitech tries to coordinate the downstream material flows; this is being 

done by proposing orders to the distributors. There are two tools that are being used for this: Demantra 

is used for the customers whom Logitech collaborates with, while Focuslist is used for the others.  The 

distributors send their inventory levels and sales data before the Sunday of each week. Every Tuesday 
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the weekly sell-through per customer-SKU combination from the last 2 years is taken from Logic and 

inserted into an Access database.  Within Logitech the inventory levels are shown in ‘weeks-on-hand’: 

the number of weeks the inventory will last according to a certain sales rate per week. Every month 

each customer-SKU combination is classified based on the gross margin in absolute value (ABC) and the 

coefficient of variance of the demand (XYZ). For each customer a target weeks-on-hand level has been 

determined per category for each phase of a product’s lifecycle. If required, however, this setting can be 

manually overridden.  

R uses the access database to calculate the monthly seasonality factors per customer-product group 

combination and creates a forecast per customer-SKU for the next 4 weeks. This forecasting process 

smoothes the input data and applies an 8 week moving average. In Demantra the forecasts are averaged 

to calculate the expected average sell-through. Based on the inventory-in-transit to the distributor, the 

distributor inventory level, the orders placed at Logitech, the current orders placed by the retailers, the 

expected average sell-through and the weeks-on-hand target an order proposal is generated for every 

customer SKU combination. In some cases the orders placed at the retailers are known as well and are 

manually corrected for. Focuslist works almost in the same way as Demantra, however here a weekly 

seasonality factor is applied that is the same for all customers and all products and only one weeks-on-

hand target per customer is used. 

Each two months the sales target set for EMEA are disaggregated into sell-in and sell-through targets 

per customer. If the actual sales of Logitech are lower than the targets, Logitech will try to increase the 

order proposals; generally for the products that give the highest revenue, that have a high probability of 

being sold and that are not in low supply. Afterwards, these order proposals are sent to and discussed 

with the customer in a (bi)-weekly meeting. Thus, in one way the proposals are merely used to indicate 

what the distributor should order to replenish their stock. On the other hand, however, they are being 

used to push extra inventory towards the customers to reach the sales targets.  

Distributors
Logitech 

databases

Weekly:
Inventory levels
 and sales data

ABC/XYZ 
analysis

Monthly: 
sales history

Customer-sku
 categorization

Weekly:
sales history

R

Demantra

Forecasts

Order proposal
Inventory & 
order data

Country 
cluster 

meeting

Sales targets
 per customer

Collaborative 
distributors

Non-
collaborative 
distributiors

Order proposalFocuslistForecasts

Inventory & 
order data

Figure 7:  Order proposal process 
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2.3.5 Key performance indicators 

For the fiscal year of 2015, which starts in April 2015, the goal for the Global Supply Chain business 

group are on a high level: 

 Reduce the supply chain spend  

 Increase on-time in full-delivery (OTIF) 

 Reduce End to End Cycle Time 

 Improve inventory turns 

With respect to the supply chain spend, the costs in the supply chain downstream from the EMEA 

warehouse can be split into several categories: 

 Inventory holding costs 

 Inventory handling costs 

 Capacity costs 

 Transportation costs  

 Returns 

The last category might need some explanation. In the case of Logitech higher inventory levels in the 

supply chain can lead to a higher number of products not being sold and eventually returned to Logitech 

by the customer. Logitech then has to try to sell these products against a reduced price or even write 

them off completely. 

The replenishment operations team within EMEA uses many different performance measures; 

however with respect to the meetings with the distributors three indicators are used that are measured 

per individual distributor:  

 The amount of aged inventory (in absolute value) at the distributor. 

 The monthly actual sell-in and sell-through versus the sell-in and sell-through sales target.  

 The weeks-on-hand inventory target versus the actual level. 

With these indicators Logitech is able to see how the sales are progressing, which products are standing 

still in the distributor’s warehouse and what the overall inventory level of the distributor is. Then actions 

can be undertaken to, for example take back products to sell them somewhere else or to try and 

increase the sales of a product with promotions.  

In general, the effects of Logitech’ focus over the last years on reducing supply chain spend and 

increasing inventory turns has been seen in a reduction in inventory levels at the Tier-1 customers. With 

respect to the supply chain costs, this reduction in inventory is likely to have caused a decrease in all the 

different cost categories.  
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3 Problem statement 
This chapter first describes in more detail the problem that has been observed at Logitech. Afterwards, 

the problem size is determined based on the bullwhip effect currently present in the supply chain. 

3.1 Problem description  

Logitech tries to coordinate the material flows from the Logitech central warehouse to the distributors 

with information about the sell-through and the inventory levels at the distributors (Fig.8). 
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Order 
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Orders

Tier-1 
Inventory

 
Figure 8: Current order proposal information inputs 

To pursue further reductions in supply chain spend Logitech wants to decrease the supply chain 

inventory levels while maintaining its current throughput. The company has information available about 

the sell-out and inventory levels of the majority of the retailers, which is being used already for market 

analytics, new product introductions or calculating sales commissions. However, it is not being used 

systematically in the replenishment process. The reason for this is that it requires changes in the 

business processes and the benefits and implications of doing so are unknown. Therefore, the question 

has risen whether using this data as an input for the order proposal process is beneficial to Logitech and 

in which way it should be incorporated (Fig.9). Additionally, since this information is retrieved against a 

certain cost, the question is whether Logitech should push towards obtaining as much information as 

possible or that there exists equilibrium where the added value of additional information is outweighed 

by the costs.  
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Figure 9: Supply chain information available for order proposal 
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3.1.1 Possible benefits 

The main reason for using the Tier-2 data is that it can reduce the bullwhip effect within the supply 

chain. According to Moyaux et al. (2007) the bullwhip effect causes: 1) higher inventory levels; 2) 

reduced supply chain agility; 3) a decrease of customer service levels; 4) ineffective transportation; 5) 

missed production schedules; and 6) stockpiling due to a high degree of demand uncertainties and 

variability. Lee, Padmanabhan & Whang (2004) define the bullwhip effect as the phenomenon where 

orders to the supplier tend to have larger variance than sales to the buyer (i.e. demand distortion), and 

the distortion propagates upstream in an amplified form (i.e. variance amplification). Furthermore, they 

describe four of the main causes: Demand signal processing, ration gaming, order batching, fluctuating 

prices. To reduce the demand signal processing, Lee et al. (2004) gives three methods: using 

downstream demand information, using a single control of replenishment in the supply chain, and 

reducing the lead-time between the different firms.  The available Tier-2 sales and inventory data can be 

used for the first two methods; these are explained more thoroughly below. 

In the case of Logitech, the first method to reduce demand signal processing can be applied by using 

the sell-out data to calculate the actual weeks-on-hand level of a distributor. This data is closer to the 

end-consumer and therefore less distorted than the sell-through data. Using this can lead to a more 

stable order proposal that is closer in line with the real end-consumer demand. A question is how one 

should deal with the fact that not all of the retailers share their demand data.  

Opposed to merely using the downstream demand information, the second method would also 

incorporate the inventory positions of the retailers. A single control of replenishment would mean that 

one party, such as Logitech, coordinates the material streams for a part of the supply chain. This is what 

Logitech tries to do with the order proposals, however currently only the orders placed by the 

distributor, the inventory position of the distributor and the sales to the retailers are taken into account. 

This is called an installation stock policy; a firm in a supply chain only looks at their own demand and 

their own inventory. The case of Logitech is slightly more special since they execute this policy for the 

distributor; however the effect is the same. By including the retailers’ inventory positions one can 

improve the order proposal by applying an echelon based inventory control policy. These policies are 

known to perform better than installation stock for serial and assembly systems. For distribution 

systems these only perform better when it is assumed that the inventory in each Tier is equally spread 

out over the different locations at all times. While this could be a questionable assumption in the case of 

Logitech, it is worth to calculate the effects of applying such a model. Thereafter, the impact of this 

assumption and the practical implications are investigated.   
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3.2 Problem analysis  

As stated by van Aken, Berends & van der Bij (2012), one should avoid starting projects based on a 

perception problem – a problem that has been defined based on an inaccurate perception of the current 

performance of a business process. Next to this, one should neither take on a project with a target 

problem – a problem defined on the basis of unattainable norms.  

To show the effects of not using Tier-2 information, first a measure of the bullwhip effect is given 

within the supply chain of Logitech. This shows the space that exists in terms of improvement. The 

bullwhip effect (BWE) can be calculated from the coefficient of variance (CV) of the orders placed by a 

firm divided by the CV of the demand seen by this firm.  

BWE =  
CVorders 

CVdemand
= 

σorders/μorders
σdemand/μdemand

 

A BWE of less than one indicates order smoothing, where the ordering pattern by a location is less 

volatile than its received demand. Contrary to this, a BWE larger than one signals an increase in 

variability upstream in the supply chain.  

For the measurement of the bullwhip effect in the supply chain of Logitech the following dataset is 

considered: 

 All distributors and indirect retailers from Countries K, L, and M. 

 Twelve active SKU’s chosen based on a ranking of the average between the percentage of 

known sell-out data and their sales volume in value. 

To start, the bullwhip effect is calculated per product for the sales combined over a period of 5 years 

(259 weeks).  The results show an average bullwhip of 2.4 from the retailers to the distributors and a 

bullwhip of 2.51 from the distributors to Logitech. (Table 1)  

 
Table 1: Bullwhip effect on total sales 

 
 Bullwhip effect (𝝎) 

From distributors to Logitech 2,51 

From retailers to distributors 2,4 

 

For two SKU’s a more detailed analysis is performed for the distributors selling these products. The 

first product is sold to 7 different distributors. The second product is sold to 15 different distributors; 

however only 9 have had the product in stock for a large part of the period under analysis, therefore 

only these are considered. The average bullwhip from the distributors to Logitech is 3.51 and 4.15 for 

product 1 and 2 respectively. As can be seen in tables 4 and 5, the distributors do not order every week 

and they rarely order less than 1 pallet of products (320 units for product 1 and 96 for product 2). An 

analysis on the order size also shows that there is significant batching by the distributors: most orders 

are rounded up to an integer number of pallets, even by the smaller distributors. The most likely reason 
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for this is that they want to reduce the handling costs in their warehouse. Last, the data show that the 

distributors regularly do not order for several weeks where after an order of multiple pallets is placed.  

Conclusively, a large increase in variability can be observed in the supply chain; however a large portion 

of this is most likely caused by order batching. It is therefore important to take the order batching into 

account when trying to show the benefit of a reduction in the demand signal processing, 

Table 2: Bullwhip effect per distributor for product 1 

 
Customer Average sell-

in/week 
Bullwhip 

(𝝎) 
Orders Order size 

320+ 
% integer # of 

pallets (2+) 
% 

Distributor 1 555 4,28 112 107 96% 62 55% 

Distributor 2 350 2,00 92 81 88% 51 55% 

Distributor 3 230 1,76 75 68 91% 35 47% 

Distributor 4 185 2,86 70 65 93% 32 46% 

Distributor 5 224 5,52 82 76 93% 42 51% 

Distributor 6 40 1,88 33 23 70% 2 6% 

Distributor 7 56 6,29 78 18 23% 1 1% 

 
Table 3: Bullwhip effect per distributor for product 2 

 
Customer Average sell-

in/week 
Bullwhip 

(𝝎) 
Orders Order 

size 96+ 
% integer # of 

pallets (2+) 
% 

Distributor 1 782 3,20 87 86 99% 62 71% 

Distributor 2 452 1,71 80 79 99% 65 81% 

Distributor 3 291 7,16 80 80 100% 57 71% 

Distributor 4 226 2,26 70 69 99% 56 80% 

Distributor 5 143 3,05 89 88 99% 64 72% 

Distributor 6 80 5,68 62 58 94% 30 48% 

Distributor 7 77 1,62 25 24 96% 15 60% 

Distributor 8 47 2,88 62 46 74% 18 29% 

Distributor 9 19 9,82 32 31 97% 11 34% 
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4 Literature overview 
To reflect on the academic relevance of the problem and to avoid unnecessary repetition of research, 

this chapter gives an overview of the scientific literature on topics related to the problem statement. 

Firstly, the use of demand information from further downstream in the supply chain is discussed. 

Afterwards, literature on the topic of echelon-based inventory model is described. And lastly, several 

gaps in the current literature are identified where this project could provide new insights.  

4.1 Using downstream demand information 

Demand signal distortion can be alleviated by providing the manufacturer with access to sell-through 

and/or inventory data at the retail level.  Several papers cover this topic from multiple perspectives 

based on assumptions about the demand, supply chain structure and the inventory policies used. The 

first section will go into the general benefits of demand information sharing. Afterwards, the effects are 

described for the various characteristics that a supply chain can have. 

4.1.1 Overall benefits of using downstream demand information 

Chen, Drezner, Ryan and Simchi-Levi (2000) prove that sharing demand information will not remove the 

entire bullwhip effect induced by demand signal distortion for forecasting methods that are often being 

used in practice, such as moving averages. However, they do note that for supply chains with centralized 

demand information, the increase in variability at each stage is an additive function with the lead-time, 

while for supply chains without centralized information the lower bound on the increase in variability is 

multiplicative. This implies that centralizing customer demand information can significantly reduce the 

bullwhip effect, especially for the firms more upstream in the supply chain.  

With a different approach Småros, Lehtonen, Appelqvist & Holmström (2003) simulate the bullwhip 

effect in a two-echelon distribution system with vendor-managed-inventory (VMI) for some of the 

retailers. In such a scenario the supplier is responsible for monitoring the stock levels at the customer 

and subsequently performing the required replenishments to achieve a jointly agreed objective. Hence, 

with VMI the supplier has access to the customer’s sales information and inventory levels. Their results 

show that combining traditional order data with the demand data from the VMI retailers would benefit 

even if only a part of the retailers use VMI. Secondly, the impact of access to the customer’s sales data is 

typically greater for products with significant order batching, i.e. products whose minimum 

replenishment batch size is large compared to the average demand. The next section will go further into 

the impact of the inventory policy. 

4.1.2 Effects of inventory policy 

Several papers have investigated the effects of different inventory control policies on the bullwhip 

effect. Inventory policies specify decision rules related to the point in time when an order should be 

placed as well as to the size of the order. In general, two types of inventory policies can be 

distinguished: periodic review and continuous review. In the first the inventory status is checked 

periodically whereas the latter continually monitor the inventory status and an order is generated only 

when the inventory drops below a certain reorder point.  
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The periodic review category includes two traditional policies: (R, S), at the end of every review period 

an order is placed to increase the inventory position to S, and (R, s, S), here only an order is placed if at 

the end of the review period the inventory position is lower than s. The order size could also be 

constrained to a certain batch size that only allows specific quantities to be ordered. Both of these 

policies also already batch the demand together during a review period, effectively introducing the 

bullwhip effect. 

A common continuous review policy is the (s, S) policy (also referred to as a min-max policy) with a 

reorder point and reorder-up-to-level.  An order is triggered of size S-s as soon as the inventory drops 

below point s. Here, batching could be enforced by changing the difference between S and s. Kelle and 

Milne (1999) investigate the effect of the (s, S) policy in a distribution supply chain with N retailers 

ordering at a single supplier. Their results show that the policy results in an increase in the variance of 

the aggregate orders relative to the aggregate demand variance. After each order there is a high 

probability of multiple periods with no order when the difference between s and S is much larger than 

the average demand per period, causing an increase in variance. Next to this, there is the base-stock 

policy or one-for-one replenishment policy, which is achieved by setting the reorder point to   S-1. Each 

time a demand comes in it immediately triggers an order of the same size. For this policy one would 

assume that there is no bullwhip effect, since the order pattern is the same as the demand. However, it 

is shown by Chen, Ryan and Simchi-Levi (2000) that this is only true when the order-up-to level remains 

unchanged over time. Inventory policies with changing parameters from period to period are also called 

dynamic or adaptive policies. While these optimize the local situation better in the case of non-

stationary demand, a larger bullwhip effect is created due to the shifting parameter values.  

A dynamic policy that is used by Logitech is in literature referred to as the constant days-of-inventory 

(ConDOI) policy (Cui, Allon, Bassamboo & Van Mieghem, 2014). Under such a policy each period an 

order is placed to bring the inventory position up to the target days of inventory multiplied by the future 

demand forecast per day calculated for a certain period, e.g. the transportation time including a safety 

stock. The benefit of this policy is that it depends only on one parameter, which increases the ease of 

use. Barlas and Gunduz (2011) describe a similar policy, but they specifically separate the lead-time from 

an inflation factor ‘K’: 

𝑆 = (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐾) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 

The factor K is a constant set to cover for certain types of variation that a firm expects, such as lead-time 

and demand variation. They also apply the same logic to a (s, S) policy: 

𝑠 = 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 + 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 

𝑆 = 𝑠 + 𝑞 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 

With q as a constant order multiplier that provides an additional safety stock. For both these policies, 

when the constant factor is increased the bullwhip effect increases as well. Additionally, as described 

earlier, the (s, S) policy leads to batching effects with larger batches as the factor q is increased.  
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Besides the different types of policies Sohi and Tang (2011) and Cui et al. (2014) investigated the 

effects of deviations from the replenishment policy. A key underlying assumption in the theoretical 

literature is that decision makers consistently follow a given replenishment policy. In practice, however, 

they often deviate from the inventory policy based on private information that cannot be observed. For 

this reason, the order history will not accurately represent the demand process, even when the 

downstream party is using an order-up-to policy. Sohi and Tang (2011) conclude that even with demand 

information sharing the deviations create an incremental bullwhip effect on top of the core bullwhip 

effect. Two reasons for these deviations are given by Van Donselaar et al. (2010): system inadequacy 

and incentive misalignment. The first reason covers the problem that an ordering policy might not take 

into account all the relevant costs and capacity constraints. In their paper they showed examples of 

supermarket store managers advancing orders to improve the match between the required and the 

available capacity i.e., the labor capacity available to restock shelves on different days of the week. The 

second reason is that people might be judged on other KPI’s than the ordering policy is taking into 

account, which provides an incentive for them to deviate from the policy. 

4.1.3 Demand functions and forecasting methods 

Besides the inventory policy used, the customer demand characteristics and the used forecasting 

methods have an influence on the bullwhip effect. To start within the context of a supply chain with a 

stationary demand process, Cachon and Fisher (2000) show that there is an upper bound on the value of 

information sharing, and that shortening the lead-time in the supply chain is significantly more valuable 

than expanding the flow of information. Their analysis, however, falls short on an important point: they 

assume a distribution that represents low demand variability. Chen et al. (2000) observed that the 

increase in variance for supply chains without centralized information is multiplicative, rather than 

additive, with the lead-time. Obviously, when the variance in demand is low, the difference between 

multiplication and addition is lower, especially for a supply chain with only two stages (i.e. one 

multiplication).  

Next to the case of stationary demand, Lee, So, and Tang (2000) state that within the context of a two-

level supply chain consisting of a manufacturer and a retailer and a non-stationary AR (1) end demand 

the manufacturer would experience great savings when the retailer shared its demand information. 

Their results, however, depend on the critical assumption that the manufacturer uses only the most 

recent order from the retailer to forecast the future orders. Raghunathan (2001) shows that historical 

order data can be used to improve the estimates of the forecasting model. Only in situations where this 

information cannot be retrieved will information sharing be useful, for example: when the retailer 

deviates from its replenishment policy or when the parameters of the demand process change over 

time. Graves (1999) analyses an adaptive base-stock policy for non-stationary demand and also 

concludes that information sharing is only valuable when the upstream stage does not know the 

parameters for the customer demand process. 

Related to the demand characteristics are the forecasting methods used by the firms in a supply chain. 

Chen et al. (2000) investigate the differences between the moving average and simple exponential 

smoothing forecasting methods in the case of a dynamic order-up-to policy. They observe that the more 

historical demand information is used to construct the forecast, the smaller the increase in variability. 
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Intuitively this makes sense: heavily relying on historical data will smooth the forecasts, which leads to 

fewer changes in the parameters. Additionally, they demonstrate that negatively correlated demands 

lead to larger increases in variability than demand that is positively correlated. Lastly, their results 

indicate that the estimation of an additional parameter in the form of a linear trend results in an 

increased bullwhip for both forecasting methods.  

4.1.4 Influence of supply chain structure 

Lastly, the supply chain structure that is under observation can have a big impact on the bullwhip effect. 

For example, researchers make use of decomposition to split the chain up into multiple dyadic (two-

echelon) models. In a recent work, Chatfield (2013) argues that this assumption of decomposability 

leads to an understatement of the bullwhip effect. This is partly due to the fact that the lead-time for 

the outside supply source is often assumed fixed, while in the serial supply chain any stock outs at the 

upstream node will cause variations in the lead-time and therefore increase the bullwhip effect. 

However, even with very high safety stocks, the author found a higher bullwhip effect. This might be 

attributed to negative orders (i.e. returning products to the supplier) being allowed in the model. 

Chatfield and Pritchard (2013) and Dominguez, Cannella & Framinan (2014, 2015) investigate this 

assumption and show that it causes a higher bullwhip effect than when returns are not allowed.  

4.2 Echelon-based inventory models 

Another strategy used against the bullwhip effect is an echelon stock inventory policy. Here, a firm bases 

its orders on an echelon inventory position rather than merely its own inventory position (often referred 

to as an installation stock policy). An echelon is defined as a subsystem consisting of the firm itself and 

all of its downstream customers. In this chapter, this concept is further introduced and the overall 

benefits are explained. Afterwards, the balance assumption is discussed, which is often used to simplify 

the application of an echelon-based inventory policy. Last, an alternative policy is highlighted that does 

not use this assumption. 

4.2.1 Overall benefits of applying an echelon-based inventory model 

As explained the difference between an installation stock and echelon stock is that the first policy only 

looks at the inventory position of a location itself, while the latter takes into account the inventory 

positions at the downstream locations as well. The benefit in such a policy lies in the fact that an 

installation stock policy is nested, while an echelon-based policy does not have this limitation. What this 

means is that an installation inventory position only decreases due to an order from the immediate 

downstream location and only after this an order can be placed by the upstream location. One can 

observe that with one-for-one ordering policies an echelon and installation stock policy will yield the 

same results. Therefore, an echelon stock policy can only be advantageous when there is some form of 

batching behavior within a supply chain.  

4.2.2 Balance assumption for distribution systems 

In Cachon and Fisher (2000) a model is evaluated for a two-level distribution system with identical 

retailers, batch ordering and periodic review. Their conclusion is that the benefit of using an echelon 

inventory control policy is marginal compared to a reduction of lead-times and order processing costs. In 

their model, however, they assume that in each period the inventory can be freely and instantly moved 
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from one retailer to another. This is called the ‘balance assumption’, which can be implemented in a 

model by: 1) allowing negative quantities to be shipped to the retailers, 2) permitting immediate return 

(with no lead time) of stock at any retailer to the warehouse at no cost, or as in this case 3) allowing the 

lateral transshipment (shipments between the retailers) of stock with the lead time of the receiving 

retailer at no cost.  

Clark and Scarf (1960) already noted that there exists a problem when one tries to optimize a 

divergent supply chain. Only under the assumption that retailer inventories are not out of balance an 

optimal echelon base stock policy can be derived. With this assumption the individual inventory 

positions of the retailers become irrelevant and the shipment decisions can be based just on the echelon 

stock of the warehouse.  If an imbalance exists this means that a few retailers hold most inventory, 

while others are low. The supplier, however, bases its reorder decision on the total inventory in the 

echelon. This could lead to a situation where the supplier does not have the inventory to fulfill orders 

from the retailers that are low. In the end this leads to retailers with shortages, which for consumer 

goods often leads to missed sales.   

In current literature there is an established belief that the balance assumption leads to a good 

approximation of the optimal policy. For a two-echelon supply chain with one warehouse and multiple 

identical retailers, lot-for-lot ordering and normally distributed stationary demands it is shown that 

unbalanced inventories have little impact on the overall service level.  (Van Donselaar & Wijngaard, 

1987) A more extensive numerical study, however, shows that in many practically relevant scenarios, 

the potential gap between the approximation and optimality is found to be moderate or large. In the 

case of two identical retailers the main determinants for this gap are: a high coefficient of variation for 

the demand, a long warehouse lead time, and a low or moderate added value at the retailers (relative to 

the warehouse). For two non-identical retailers the gap is big for even more sets of input parameters. 

(Dogru, De Kok & Van Houtum, 2009)  

As stated earlier, imbalances are more likely to occur when demand is highly variable and it is exactly 

in this case that the bullwhip effect is also high.  Hence, while finding the optimal echelon stock policy 

might be difficult when imbalances occur regularly, the benefits of applying such a policy will be greater 

as well. In practice, an easy solution would be to increase the safety stock at the upstream location, so 

even in an imbalance it can still replenish all the retailers. The question is if there is a better way to do 

this than merely going on intuition.  

4.2.3 Alternative echelon-based policies 

A policy that incorporates the imbalances in a supply chain is the (𝛼0, 𝑄0) policy introduced by Marklund 

(2002).  His work focuses on a two-level distribution system with one central warehouse and a number 

of non-identical retailers.  The policy functions as the replenishment process at the central warehouse, 

using shared information of the inventory and demand data of the retailers. The retailers on the other 

hand are assumed to use continuous review (R, Q) policies.  

Based on a numerical study, he concludes that in most cases the savings compared to the standard 

echelon-stock policy are not high: only 2.3% on average.  However, in some cases the benefit is as high 
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as 10.5%. These cases are characterized by a large difference in customer demand between the 

retailers, significant batching at the retailers, a short lead-time for the warehouse orders, or small order 

quantities at the warehouse. To point out one of these: a short lead-time for the warehouse orders is a 

necessity to benefit from such a policy. To change the replenishment based on the imbalances makes 

less sense with a long lead-time, because during this lead-time the supply chain status will already have 

changed and the replenishment decision is too slow to react on this. A downside to the policy is that 

complex problems, introduced with many retailers or large order quantities, will require a significant 

computational effort. Additionally, it is unclear how this policy performs when demand is non-

stationary.  

In practice it is still uncommon to use an echelon-based approach to optimize the different inventory 

stocks in a supply chain at the same time. Often, firms try to optimize their own stocks without looking 

at the supply chain as whole. This means that the allocation of the inventories between upstream and 

downstream locations can be far from optimal.  Also, for a single location together with information 

sharing the application of a multi-echelon model might not feasible. For the alternative methods the 

computational effort can grow considerably and these are therefore not easy to apply. As a solution, 

Axsäter (2003) state that companies could still benefit from the research on multi-echelon inventory 

policies by applying an echelon model to a small set of items and then adjusting the service levels in the 

existing inventory control system so that they roughly correspond to the optimal solution. 

4.3 Gaps in current literature 

Several gaps in the current literature have been identified. In overall these cover the study of more 

realistic demand patterns. Next to this, more prescriptive knowledge is needed for the implementation 

of inventory policies that include downstream demand information from only part of the customer base.   

4.3.1 Partial information sharing 

For many companies the revenue tied to each of their customers roughly follows the Pareto rule: 20% of 

the customer base accounts for 80% of the revenue. This is important since the benefits of information 

sharing will decrease with the customer size, while the costs for retrieving and integrating the 

information in the business processes are often fixed for certain factors. It could therefore only be 

beneficial to use information from a certain part of the customer base.  

There are two gaps in the literature on this topic. First, very little research has been done towards the 

impact of including information of only part of the customers in the inventory control process. Only 

Småros et al. (2003) seems to deal with this issue in a VMI setting. Secondly, it is unclear how companies 

can use two inventory policies next to each other and in which ways this could give any difficulties. An 

interesting topic is whether it is beneficial to use the known information to predict the demand patterns 

of the unknown customer base.  

4.3.2 More realistic demand patterns 

The main focus in the research surrounding the bullwhip effect has been on supply chains with 

stationary demand which allow mathematical tractability. The problem herein is that this limits the 

scope of research to situations where the bullwhip effect is understated. The resulting overall benefits 
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will be understated when compared to reality. These models should therefore preferably only be used 

to analyze the relative impact of a certain parameter on the size of the bullwhip effect.  

Two directions could be interesting for further research: seasonal demand and different demand 

patterns per retailer. The first one is important related to the benefit of information sharing. Consumer 

goods see a large demand spike around Christmas before it drops to a significantly lower level. If there 

are large inventories left in the supply chain these will be difficult to get rid of and information sharing 

could prevent companies having to deal with high inventories for the remainder of the year by speeding 

up the flow of information. A recent study by Nagaraja et al. (2015) looks into the bullwhip effect related 

to general SARMA demand processes, however more research is needed, for example into the effects of 

a seasonal demand on the bullwhip effect in distribution systems.  

The second direction is different demand patterns per retailer. Often it is assumed that all members of 

the same stage order in the same way, while in practice this is rarely the case. Additionally, in relation to 

their batching behavior, it has been observed at Logitech that the customers often follow different 

ordering policies over time. When the demand is low compared to the pallet size the customers tend to 

order with a (R, S) policy while with a higher demand they only order in full pallets to save costs. It could 

be interesting to see how changing ordering patterns affect the bullwhip effect and how information 

sharing can benefit in this. 
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5 Research design 
Based on the initial problem statement and the literature study several research questions are listed. 

Additionally, the research scope is given that specifies what the  

5.1 Research questions 

The projects’ focus is on the use of downstream information to coordinate the material flows in the 

supply chain. It is unclear what the precise benefits are in terms of cost reductions when this 

information is used in the replenishment process. The research question for this master thesis project 

therefore is: 

“What are the benefits of using information from indirect customers (Tier-2) to coordinate the material 

flows to the direct customers (Tier-1)?”  

In relation to the research question the following sub-questions have been formulated: 

1. What is the benefit of using the downstream demand data (sell-out) instead of the sell-through 

as input for the inventory control system?  

2. What is the additional benefit of applying an echelon based inventory model to incorporate the 

Tier-2 inventory positions? 

3. For both scenarios, what are the effects of receiving the data for only a part of the indirect 

customers (Tier-2) and how can the inventory control system cope with this? 

4. Is the assumption of a balance in inventory within each Tier realistic in real-life supply chains?  

5.2 Research scope 

With respect to the research taking place at Logitech the following boundaries and limitations have been 

decided upon in conjunction with the company: 

 The research only focuses on the part of the supply chain between, and including, the sell-in 

and sell-out material and information flows. Due to the complexity of the ordering behavior 

from Logitech towards the factories this part is not taken into account, only the effects of a 

changing sell-in pattern on the safety stock of Logitech are considered.  

 Returns flows in the supply chain are not modelled due to their irregular occurrence.  

 To keep the project within a feasible size and depth, it does not include a complete formulation 

of the intervention step where the business processes are adapted.   
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6 Model 
To investigate the effects of using Tier-2 customer data in an inventory control policy a model is 

introduced. In this chapter first the different parts of the model are described. Afterwards, several 

performance measures are given that can be used to measure the impact of sharing the Tier-2 customer 

data. 

6.1 Model description 

A model is constructed of one distributor replenishing N retailers. The end-customer demand is 

observed by the retailers, where after they replenish their inventory by placing orders at the distributor. 

The distributor in its turn places its orders at an outside source. When a retailer does not have a product 

on stock it is assumed that any customer demand during this time is lost and therefore seen as lost 

sales. Contrary to this, the distributor is allowed to have outstanding backorders until new supply 

arrives. The orders placed by both the distributor and the retailers have a constant location specific 

lead-time; however the actual lead-time for an order placed by a retailer can differ due to stock-outs at 

the distributor. The model is created to deal with one product at a time. If there are interactions 

between different products within a supply chain then the model will need to be extended to include 

these interactions. An example of this is when the timing of a shipment between two locations is 

dependent solely on the volume of the products ordered by a location (e.g. a full truck load) and not on 

a certain periodic schedule.  

Distributor Retailers

Orders always fulfilled 
after constant leadtime

Backorders 
allowed

Lost sales when 
out of stock

End-customer 
demand

Retailer 
orders

Distributor orders 
at outside source

 
Figure 10: Assumptions for order flows in model 

The model is used in three different scenarios with respect to the inventory control policy of the 

distributor: 

1. No information sharing: the distributor bases its ordering decision only on its own inventory 

position and the historical data on orders placed by the retailers (sell-through). 

2. (Partial) Demand information sharing: the distributor uses the sell-out information from some or 

all of the retailers.  

3. (Partial) Demand and inventory information sharing: the distributor uses the sell-out and Tier-2 

inventory information from some or all of the retailers.  

In the next paragraphs the base model is explained that is used directly for the scenario without 

information sharing. First, the order of events within one time period is listed. Second, the inventory 

flows within the supply chain are described. Third, the order processes for the retailers and the 

distributor are given.  After the base model is explained, alternations to the model are represented for 

the different information sharing scenarios. 
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6.1.1 Timing of actions 

The model covers a number of time periods where in each time period the following sequence of actions 

takes place: 

1. The retailers receive any arriving shipment from the distributor and add this to their inventory. 

2. The retailers observe the end-customer demand and fulfill this demand out of their inventory. 

Any unfulfilled demand is lost. 

3. Each of the retailers generates a new forecast for the end-customer demand and updates their 

order-up-to level. 

4. The retailers place their orders at the distributor. 

5. The distributor receives any arriving shipment from the outside source. 

6. The distributor observes the total demand from the retailers and fulfills this demand out of its 

inventory. If there is a shortage the inventory is rationed based on the order size of each 

retailer. Any unfulfilled demand is treated as backorders.  

7. The distributor generates a new forecast for its future sales and updates its order-up-to level. 

8. The distributor places an order at the outside source. 

 

Figure 10 demonstrates the sequence of events per location in a given time period.  

t t+1

Receive 
shipment

Receive 
orders

Fulfill 
demand

Calculate 
forecast

Place 
order

 
Figure 11: Sequence of events per location 

6.1.2 Inventory flows  

This section covers the description of the inventory flows between the different locations in the supply 

chain. To start, the following notation is introduced: 

N Number of retailers 
I Set of locations, indexed by i and j, where {0} refers to the distributor and {1, 2, ..., N} to the retailers. 
T Set of periods, indexed by t 
Ii,t Inventory level of location i i ∈ I 
SLi,t Supply line of location I  i ∈ I 
Oi,t Order placed by location I i ∈ I 

Li Lead-time for an order placed by location i i ∈ I 
LSi,t Lost sales by retailer i i ∈ I\{0} 
Di,t End customer demand for retailer i i ∈ I\{0} 
SRi,t Shipment from retailer i to the end-customer i ∈ I\{0}  
SR0,i,t Shipment from the distributor to retailer i. i ∈ I\{0} 
B0,i,t Distributor backorders caused by orders from retailer i  i ∈ I\{0}   

TWOHi Target weeks-on-hand inventory level for location i i ∈ I 
ri,t Forecasted sales per week for location i i ∈ I 
Si,t Order-up-to level for location i i ∈ I 
Q𝑖 Batch quantity, either carton size(retailers) or pallet size(distributor) for location i i ∈ I 
yi Parameter that determines change point from non-batch to batch ordering i ∈ I 
Note: index t always represents an element of the entire set T. 
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With this notation in mind the inventory flows for the retailers can be described.  

 

Retailer inventory flows  

for i ∈ I\{0} 

SLi,t = SLi,t−1 + Oi,t−1 − SR0,i,t−Li   (1)  
ITi,t = ITi,t−1 + SR0,i,t − SR0,i,t−Li  (2)  
SRi,t = Min{Di,t; Ii,t−1 + SR0,i,t−Li}  (3)  
Ii,t = Ii,t−1 + SR0,i,t−Li − SRi,t  (4)  
IPi,t = Ii,t + SLi,t   (5)  
LSi,t = Di,t  − SRi,t   (6)  
 

Firstly, (1) is used to keep track of the inventory on order by the retailers; this includes all orders 

without a corresponding shipment from the distributor being received yet by the retailer.  In this 

equation the supply line  SLi,t equals the supply line of the previous period plus any order placed by 

location i at the end of the previous period minus the received shipment at the beginning of this period.  

The inventory in transit  ITi,t is covered by (2), where each period the shipment sent by the distributor is 

added to the variable and any shipment that has arrived at the retailer is subtracted. The shipments to 

the end-customer are covered by (3), where the size of the shipment is the minimum of the demand and 

the available supply. Additionally, (4) and (5) cover the inventory at a location itself and the inventory 

position, which combines the local inventory at a location and the inbound shipments. Last, any 

unfulfilled demand at the retailer level is considered lost (6), which equals to the difference between the 

demand in a period and what was sent out to the customers.  

 

Distributor inventory flows  

 

At some points the inventory flows for the distributor are different compared to the retailers. First of 

all, the distributor is replenished by an infinite source so all its orders are replenished exactly after lead-

time L0 (7). The same counts for the inventory in transit  IT0,t (8). Additionally, the shipments from the 

distributor to the retailers are dependent on the amount of supply available. If there is a shortage, the 

available inventory is rationed to the retailers based on the ratio of available inventory against the total 

demand (9). The shipments to the individual retailers are rounded down to keep consistency in the 

product flows, which can cause the distributor to not ship out a maximum of 1 product per retailer. This 

SL0,t = SL0,t−1 + O0,t−1 − O0,t−Li  (7)  

IT0,t = IT0,t−1 + O0,t−1 − SR0,i,t−Li  (8)  

SR0,i,t = 

{
 
 

 
 SLi,t, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∑ SLi,t

N

i=1
≤ I0,t−1 

⌊SLi,t ∗
I0,t−1

∑ SLi,t
N
i=1

⌋ , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

 for i ∈ {1,2, … , N} (9)  

I0,t = I0,t−1 + O0,t−Li −∑ SR0,i,t
n

i=1
  (10)  

B0,i,t = B0,i,t−1 + Oi,t − SR0,i,t for i ∈ {1,2, … , N} (11)  

IP0,t = SL0,t + I0,t −∑ B0,i,t
n

i=1
  (12)  
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is expected to lower the service level of the distributor, however this effect is negligible when the 

demand per period is much higher than 1. Next, the inventory in period t equals the inventory of the last 

period plus any shipment received minus the shipments sent to the retailers (10). Furthermore, if the 

distributor cannot fulfill the demand then the remaining orders are treated as backorders (11). The 

inventory position of the distributor consists of the local inventory and the inbound supplies minus the 

outstanding backorders at this location (12).  

6.1.3 Ordering policy 

Each period, both the retailers and the distributor need to decide whether they place an order or not 

and how large this order should be. In Constantino et al. (2014) a dynamic (R, S) policy is described. In 

such a policy each period an order is placed that causes the inventory position to go up to the order-up-

to level S, where this level is updated each period based on a forecast of the sales. This policy is used for 

both the distributor and the retailers.  

 

for i ∈ I 

 

The order-up-to level Si,t is calculated by multiplying the forecasted sales per period  ri,t with a target 

weeks on hand TWOHi  level that represents the number of weeks of inventory that a location wants to 

hold (13). In other words: how many weeks is the inventory expected to last under a certain predicted 

sales rate. This target level can be obtained by adding a (arbitrarily obtained) number of weeks (Ki) to 

the lead time for a location (L𝑖) to act as a buffer against variability in the demand. For a simple order-

up-to policy, the order size is then given by the difference between the order-up-to level Si,t (14) and the 

inventory position IPi,t at the location. (15) No negative orders (returns) are assumed.  

6.1.4 Information sharing 

While the previous sections described the model specifically for the case of no information sharing in 

the supply chain, the model is changed to cope with demand and inventory level sharing in the supply 

chain. 

Scenario 1:  No information sharing 

To summarize the base model, the figure below shows the process involved in determining the order of 

the distributor. In the previous paragraph we only referred to the output of the forecasting process (ri,t). 

However, to distinguish the different scenario’s we also introduce a variable to represent the input for 

this process for the distributor: 

x0,t
  Input data for forecasting process  

In the base model the historical orders placed by the retailers (ST) act as this input variable. As stated 

earlier, the output of this process is a forecasted sales per week, which is then used together with the 

TWOHi = L𝑖 + K𝑖 
 (13)  

Si,t = TWOHi ∗ ri,t 
 (14)  

Oi,t = ⌈max{Si,t − IPi,t; 0}⌉,  (15)  
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inventory position and inventory on order as input for the inventory control process that determines the 

size of the distributor order (Fig. 11).  

Distributor

Distributor inventory 
control process

Retailers

Orders

Inventory 
position

ST history

Distributor 
forecasting 

process

Inventory 
on order

Forecasted 
sales

 
Figure 12: Order flows for scenario 1 

Scenario 2:  (Partial) Demand information sharing 

In this second scenario part, or all, of the retailers share their demand information. The distributor then 

incorporates this sell-out information into its forecasting process. For incorporating the sell-out data 

there are two options: combining the raw sell-through and sell-out data before the forecasting process 

or after. If they are combined after the forecasting process, one could find the intrinsic characteristics of 

each demand pattern and fit a specific forecasting model to each of them that will generate more 

accurate forecasts for each of them separately. However, if these forecasts are then combined then 

there is the potential risk of stacking forecasting errors on top of each other. Additionally, in practice, 

businesses often merely use a single forecasting model for all different products. For this reason the 

combined demand pattern is used as the input for the forecasting process.  

 

C set of retailers that share their data,   

x0,t
  =∑ Ot

i

i∉C
+∑ Dt

i

i∈C
 (16)  
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Figure 13: Order flows for scenario 2 
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Scenario 3: (Partial)Echelon inventory model 

For this scenario the sales forecast is calculated in the same way as in scenario 2 (15). What changes is 

the ordering decision for the distributor. In this scenario the distributor places orders based on an 

echelon order-up-to level S0,t
e .  This level is based on combined order-up-to levels for the entire involved 

supply chain, i.e. the distributor and the retailers that share their information. The local order-up-to  

levels of the different stages can simply be summed together to represent the echelon order-up-to level 

(17). The distributor then places orders based on this echelon order-up-to level and the echelon 

inventory position that includes all inventories in the respective echelon. (18, 19) 
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Figure 14: Order flows for scenario 3 

6.2 Performance measures 

To evaluate the performance of the model several measures can be used that each captures a different 

aspect of the model. The first two measures are focused on directly capturing the effects of changes in 

the demand signal, while the last three measures show more clearly the business impact.  Additionally, 

although the model considers only one product at the same time, an additional set P, indexed by p, is 

introduced that indicates the different products that can be modelled separately of each other. This set 

is used for aggregating the performance of several products that are simulated separately of each other. 

6.2.1 Bullwhip effect 

As used earlier in the problem analysis the bullwhip effect (BWE) is an important indirect measure of the 

potential benefits. In the problem analysis the BWE was examined for products and distributors 

separately of each other. In this model the supply chain additionally includes retailers and therefore the 

S0,t
e  = S0,t +∑ Si,t

 

i∈C
  (17)  

IP0,t
e  = SL0,t + I0,t − BL0,t +∑ (Ij,t + SLj,t)

 

j∈C
  (18)  

O0,t = ⌈max{S0,t − IP0,t
e ; 0}⌉  (19)  
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bullwhip effect can be measured by comparing the orders placed by the distributor to the end-customer 

demand at the retailer. 

For the model we want to aggregate the results of multiple products together, however Fransoo & 

Wouters (2000) indicate that there are conceptual issues with calculating the BWE. The mean and 

standard deviations can be calculated on different levels of aggregation of the order and demand 

patterns for different locations and products, which can give vastly different results. Because in the 

model the different products are treated independently of each other the choice is made to measure 

the bullwhip a product level by combining the demand for a product over all the retailers (20). 

Afterwards, the total bullwhip is calculated by averaging the BWE over all products (21). 

6.2.2 Forecast accuracy 

The access to sell-out data is expected to increase the forecasting accuracy for the distributor as well. 

The forecasting accuracy can be determined with various measures: the Mean Absolute Deviation 

(MAD), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Weighted Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error (WMAPE) and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) (Makridakis, Wheelwright & 

Hyndman, 2008). The WMAPE is used to analyze the effects on the forecasting accuracy in this model for 

two reasons. Firstly, it is the only measure that is scale independent, which is a requirement for 

comparing the accuracy between two demand patterns with a different average. Secondly, weights can 

be attributed based on volume and cost, which allows a differentiation in the importance of errors for 

different SKU’s. 

 

To calculate the WMAPE first the absolute percentage error (APE) is calculated for each product and 

each period separately. As introduced in 6.1.4, the variable x0,t  represents, depending on the 

information sharing scenario, the combination of sell-through and sell-out data that is used in the 

forecasting process for the distributor. To obtain the APE the absolute difference is taken between the 

variable x0,t and the forecasted sales in the previous period r0,t−1, where after this is divided by x0,t. A 

division by zero could occur when x0,t is zero. Therefore, when x0,t is zero the APE is set to zero as well 

(22). With the errors known for each period and every product, these can be weighted and summed to 

BWE𝑝 =∑ CVorders for product p
p

/
 

p∈P
CVdemand for all retailers

p
   (20)  

BWE =
∑ BWEp 
p∈P

number of products in set P
  (21)  

APE0,t,p = {
|
x0,t − r0,t−1

x0,t
| ∗ 100 for x0,t > 0

0 for x0,t = 0

  (22)  

WMAPE  
 

=∑ (APE0,t,p ∗
 

t∈T,p∈P

x0,t
∑ xp,0,t
 
t∈T,p∈P

)  (23)  

Forecast Accuracy = (1 −WMAPE) ∗ 100  (24)  
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calculate the total WMAPE. In this model the number of sales in a period is chosen as a weight since it is 

easy to compute but allows scaling the errors to their significance (23).  The forecasting accuracy can be 

calculated by simply subtracting 1 with the WMAPE (24). To show this in a percentage this number is 

multiplied with 100. 

6.2.3 Safety stock  

The outside source upstream in the supply chain is not modeled, however a safety stock (SS) calculation 

can be done based on the variability in demand from the distributor. (25) Any changes in this variability 

caused by the degree of information sharing will allow for this safety stock level to be reduced. 

 The safety stock is calculated by multiplying a service factor z with the standard deviation of the 

demand from the distributor σorders
  and the square root of the lead-time L divided by T, where T equals 

the time increment used in calculating the standard deviation of demand.  

To explain the equation in its totality, firstly the service factor is a variable determined based on the 

service level that a firm wants to achieve. Secondly, if the lead-time does not equal the period that is 

used to calculate the standard deviation of the demand, then this factor needs to be scaled to accurately 

represent the volatility over the lead-time. For example, if the total lead time including review period is 

three weeks and the standard deviation of demand is calculated on weekly data, then safety stock will 

be scaled with the square root of the ratio of these two factors, or in this case √3/1. Lastly, Makridakis, 

Wheelwright & Hyndman (2008) states that the standard deviation of the forecast error can improve the  

safety stock calculation, however in this case no forecast is made for the outside source so the standard 

deviation of the demand is used instead.  

For a business, however, the importance of a reduction in the safety stock is more prevalent when this 

is visible in costs. The safety stock per product SS𝑝 can be multiplied with the holding costs per product 

Cℎ
𝑝

 and then summed to obtain the total safety stock costs over all products (26). Additionally, the value 

of the goods in question is important, because this is capital that could have been used in better ways.  

Therefore, the total value of the safety stock is calculated from the safety stock per product multiplied 

with the cost-of-goods-sold C 
𝑝.  (27) 

6.2.4 Supply chain inventory  

Next to the safety stock at the outside source, the inventory in the supply chain is an important measure 

of the supply chain efficiency. The inventory in the supply chain per product (SCI𝑝) is given by adding the 

inventory levels together of all locations including the inventory in transit between two locations (28). 

SS = z ∗ √
L

T
∗ σorders

   (25)  

SS holding costs =∑ SS𝑝 ∗ Cℎ
𝑝

 

p∈P
  (26)  

SS value =∑ SS𝑝 ∗ C 
𝑝

 

p∈P
  (27)  

SCI𝑝 = ∑ ∑ (I𝑖,𝑡
𝑝
+ SL𝑖,𝑡

𝑝
)

 

t ∈T𝑖=0
+∑ ∑ (I𝑖,𝑡

𝑝
+ IT𝑖,𝑡

𝑝
)

 

t ∈T𝑖∈I\{0}
  (28)  
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The first part of the equation simply adds up the inventory level and anything that is in the supply line of 

the distributor. The supply line of the retailers might contain backorders, these are placed orders where 

for the distributor has not sent out a shipment yet. For this reason the second part excludes the 

backorders to obtain the inventory that is in transit. As with the safety stock, the holding cost and the  

 amount of capital invested in the inventory can be calculated. (29, 30) 

6.2.5 Lost sales 

 A lower average inventory level has many advantages, however it is important that this does not lead to 

an increase in lost sales. In the model the distributor is allowed to have backorders to the retailer so no 

orders will be lost. However, at the retailer level lost sales do occur. Lost sales are the potential sales, 

after an item goes out of stock, which could have been made if there were enough units in stock. These 

result in lost revenue and reduced customer goodwill. Because it is unlikely that a customer in a shop 

wants to buy a specific product in large quantities, it is assumed that no lost sales occur when there is 

still a positive inventory level at the retailer means.  

 The lost sales can be measured in multiple ways. Firstly, the out of stock probability is the probability 

that all customer orders in the period between two replenishments are completely delivered from stock 

on hand. Secondly, the fill rate shows the fraction of demand that can be satisfied immediately from 

stock on hand. And lastly, the ready rate provides the fraction of time with positive stock on hand. 

(Axsäter, 2007) Of these three, the fill rate is the most accurate in showing the number of lost sales; 

however the total demand must be known to be able to calculate the measure. While this can pose a 

serious problem for a real-life retailer (customers might simply walk out of the store when they see an 

empty shelf) in the model this information is available and therefore the fill rate can be used as a 

measure of the lost sales. (31) 

 

 

  

SCI holding costs =∑ SCI𝑝 ∗ Cℎ
𝑝

 

p∈P
  (29)  

SCI value =∑ SCI𝑝 ∗ C 
𝑝

 

p∈P
  (30)  

Fill rate = 1 −  ∑  
 

p ∈P
∑  

 

t ∈T
∑ (LS𝑖,𝑡

𝑝
 

i ∈I/{0}
 /𝐷𝑖,𝑡

𝑝
)  (31)  
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7 Case study at Logitech  
In this chapter the design of a case study at Logitech is put forward. Firstly, several adjustments and 

additions to the general model are described. In this way the model can more accurately show the 

benefits of information sharing for Logitech. Afterwards, three experiments are explained: a parameter 

sensitivity analysis, an analysis into the benefits of partial information sharing for one distributor, and an 

analysis into the benefits of full information sharing for a large dataset including multiple distributors. 

For each analysis different datasets and input parameters are used and their characteristics are 

therefore explained together with the description of each analysis.  

7.1 Model adaptations 

To fit the model to the supply chain of Logitech three alterations are done. To start, a batching rule is 

introduced to match the batching behavior in the supply chain. Afterwards, the used forecasting method 

is described and lastly a small change is explained to make the information sharing cope with a 

seasonality in the demand.  

7.1.1 Batching 

In many supply chains batching plays an important role. In the case of Logitech the products arrive from 

the factories in cartons ranging from 2 to 80 units, stacked on pallets that can hold for example 1920 

individual units. The overall tendency is to keep the products in a batch together as long as possible to 

reduce the handling costs throughout the supply chain. On the other hand, using batches also increases 

the inventory holding costs. For this reason firms are applying sophisticated inventory control policies 

that weigh all these the different costs with each other when determining the ideal order size. Observed 

in the supply chain of Logitech is that the decision for firms whether to order in batches or not is highly 

correlated to the average demand compared to the batch size. Therefore, a general batching rule is 

developed that can be used to approximate the batching behavior in a supply chain without knowing all 

the relevant costs of a firm (32).  

 

The rule switches between batching and non-batching based on the difference between the order-up-to 

level Si,t divided by the parameter yi and batch size 𝑄𝑖. In the non-batching case the rule operates the 

same way as explained in equation (15). When the rule applies batching the order is always rounded to 

the highest batch quantity.  

Intuitively the rule is simple: it means that orders are placed in batches as soon as the order-up-to 

level is equal to or larger than yi batches. The result is that on average an order is placed every 
 Qi

ri,t
 periods with size Q . This also means that the safety stock equals to  Si, t ∗ (1 −

1

yi
) products or 

(L + K) ∗ (1 −
1

yi
) weeks of inventory. (Fig. 11). 

Oi,t = {
⌈max{Si,t − IPi,t; 0}⌉, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑄𝑖 >

Si,t
yi
 

⌈max{Si,t − IPi,t; 0} /Qi⌉ ∗ Qi, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

  (32)  
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Figure 15: Batching rule dynamics. 

7.1.2 Forecasting 

In the general model no description of the forecasting method is provided yet since the method tends to 

be different for each location in the supply chain. The model will try to approximate the reality by using 

the method that is currently used by Logitech in the order proposal process. This method is then applied 

for both the distributor and the retailers.  

xi,t demand  

xi,t
−S demand (𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦)  

μ̂i,t sample mean  

σ̂i,t
2  sample variance  

bi,t
𝑙𝑜𝑤 lower bound for smoothing  

bi,t
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

 higher bound for smoothing  

sxi,t smoothed demand  
F𝑖,𝑡(𝑘) a steps ahead level forecast  
sii,t seasonality index estimate  
ri,t expected sales rate  
Note: index t always represents an element of the entire set T. Also, the variables are used for all locations 𝒊 ∈ 𝑰. 

 

Firstly, Logitech assumes a multiplicative seasonality in the demand, therefore in (13) the observed 

demand is deseasonalized by dividing the demand with a seasonality index. This seasonality type implies 

that the variance in the demand scales with the average sales. For more information about the different 

types of seasonality the reader is referred to Makridakis, Wheelwright & Hyndman (2008). At Logitech 

the seasonality indices are calculated each month on a monthly level per customer-product group 

combination based on the sell-through data of the last two years. The model, however, requires 

seasonality indices for the retailers as well. To simplify the model, all indices are calculated prior to 

running the model, based on the weekly sell-out per product group. To deseasonalize the sell-through 

data, these indices are shifted backwards with the average lead-time between the retailers and the 

distributor. For a detailed description of the seasonality index calculation the reader is referred to 

appendix I.  

Afterwards, a rolling moving average and moving variance of eight periods are used to calculate lower 

and upper bounds to smooth the demand series. (34-38) Next, a forecast is generated for the future 

sales rate based on a backwards moving average of eight periods. (39) Last, the seasonality is put back 
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into the demand series and a moving average of four weeks forward is used to get the expected sales 

rate. (40) 

xi,t
−S =

xi,t
 

sii,t−s
   (33)  

μ̂i,t =
1

8
∑ xi,t−k

−S
7

k=0
 (34)  

σ̂i,t
2  =

1

8
∑ (x𝑖,𝑡−𝑘 − μ̂i,t)

2 
7

𝑘=0
 (35)  

bi,t
𝑙𝑜𝑤 =

1

8
(∑ x𝑖,𝑡−𝑘

7

𝑘=0
) − √σ̂i,t

2  (36)  

bi,t
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

 =
1

8
(∑ x𝑖,𝑡−𝑘

7

𝑘=0
) + √σ̂i,t

2  (37)  

sx𝑖,𝑡 = {

x𝑖,𝑡 ,    

bi,t
𝑙𝑜𝑤,

bi,t
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

,

 

𝑓𝑜𝑟 bi,t
𝑙𝑜𝑤 ≤ x𝑖,𝑡  ≤ bi,t

ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 ≤ x𝑖,𝑡 ≤ bi,t
𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑓𝑜𝑟 bi,t
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

≤ x𝑖,𝑡

 (38)  

F𝑖,𝑡(a) =
1

8
∑ sxi,t−k

7

k=0
 (39)  

ri,t =
1

4
(∑ Fi,t(k) ∗ sii,t−s+k

4

k=1
) (40)  

Note: the above equations are used for all locations 𝒊 ∈ 𝑰.  

 

7.1.3 Scenario’s 

The last change is with respect to the combining of sell-through and sell-out data at the distributor. As 

explained in 6.1.4 this can be done before or after several steps in the forecasting process. For the case 

of Logitech the sell-through data (Ot
i )  and sell-out data(Dt

i ) are each deseasonalized with different 

seasonality indices based on the average offset in time between these two material streams, or in other 

words: the average lead-time from the distributor to the retailers. After this, the two ‘demand patterns’ 

can be combined and used to generate forecasts for the distributor (41). 

x0,t
−S =∑ Ot

i

i∉C
/si𝑡−𝑠−𝐿 +∑ Dt

i/𝑠𝑖𝑖,𝑡−𝑠
i∈C

 (41)  
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7.2 Experiments 

This section will go into design of the three experiments that test the model from different point of 

views. In overall the focus follows a line from a more theoretically focused point of view towards 

showing the benefits in the practical situation of Logitech.  Firstly, the parameter sensitivity analysis is 

explained that provides general insights on the impact of the different parameters in the model. 

Secondly, an analysis into the effects of partial information sharing, rather than full information sharing, 

is described for a single distributor of Logitech and its customers. This analysis is used to see the added 

value of obtaining additional information and to investigate the tradeoff between the costs for obtaining 

this information and the positive effects on the performance measure. Lastly, an analysis is done on a 

large dataset including many distributors and retailers that is used to show whether the obtained results 

hold for different distributors as well. 

7.2.1 Parameter sensitivity analysis 

From the literature study the following parameters are expected to have an effect on the performance 

measures and the benefits of information sharing: 

 Lead times of the distributor and retailers 

 End-customer demand characteristics 

 Number of retailers 

 Replenishment policy 

 Batching behavior 

To test the effects of each of the parameters separately a ‘one-at-a-time sensitivity measure’ is 

performed. (Hamby, 1994) For each parameter the value is changed to multiple levels while leaving all 

others constant. This will provide information on the sensitivity of the results to this single parameter.  

As the basis for the analysis a standard high volume SKU of Logitech is used. (Table 4) 

Table 4: Parameter sensitivity analysis product information. 

SKU Carton size (units) Pallet size (units) 

Standard SKU x 10 980 

 

The settings for each parameter in the sensitivity analysis are based on the characteristics of this SKU 

and the most commonly observed characteristics of the distributor and retailer in reality. The default 

setting is the base level, where from the parameters are varied within a certain range (Table 7). 

Additionally, all these settings are tested in each of the three scenarios of information sharing.  For 

every setting the model will run 100 times with each time a randomly generated normal distribution 

with a length of 104 weeks based on the given mean and standard deviation settings. The results of the 

analysis are measured with the five output measures: bullwhip, forecast accuracy, safety stock, channel 

inventory and fill rate. Per output measure the average result and the standard deviation over the 100 

runs will be given. The remainder of this section will explain in more detail why the specific parameter 

ranges have been chosen and about the initialization of the model in each run. 
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Settings 

To start, in FY2015 this product was sold by 62 different distributors to 145 different retailers.  

For most of these distributors the average sales per week are in the range of 300 to 1500 units, where 

the average sales per retailer are from 10 to 150 units.  The mean sell-out is therefore varied between 

300 and 1500 in steps of 300. Additionally, for the majority of retailers the coefficient of variation (CV) of 

the sell-out varies from 0.5 to 2.5. Nine retailers had a CV higher than that, but this is caused by an 

extremely low demand (<50 products in the entire year). For this reason the setting for the CV is varied 

between 0.5 and 2.5 in steps of 0.5.  

Next, the lead-time from the Logitech warehouse to the distributor is 1 to 2 weeks for most 

distributors in Europe, however some distributors are located further away in the Middle-East or Africa. 

For this reason the lead-time of the distributor is varied from 1 to 6 weeks.  Retailers tend to be close to 

the distributor, so the lead-time towards the retailer is varied only from 1 to 4 weeks. The historical 

inventory levels for this SKU at the retailer level indicate that both the distributors and retailers hold on 

average 7 weeks of inventory, varying from 4 to 10 weeks.  

Lastly, the effect of the number of retailers is investigated. The base setting is tested while varying the 

number of retailers from 1 to 7. The way that this increase in retailers is done is very important for the 

subsequent measurement of the results. There are three methods found in different articles: in the first 

method the demand characteristics used for a single retailer are split up to be used for multiple 

retailers. For example, if the demand distribution for a single retailer is Poisson with a mean of 10, then 

in the case of two retailers the demand distribution for each retailer has a mean of 5. The second 

method gives each new retailer the same demand characteristics as the initial retailer. In the same 

example as before, the two retailers would have separate demand processes each with a mean of 10. 

Since we want to investigate the effects of an increase in retailers and not changes in the demand 

distribution, the choice is made to follow the second option.   

In the case of a supply chain with one retailer, the demand process follows a random variable X that is 

normally distributed with a mean (𝜇𝑋) of 500 and a standard deviation (𝜎𝑋
 ) of 250. In the case of two 

retailers the demand for both are independent random variables 𝑋1and 𝑋2that both are normally 

distributed with mean (
𝜇𝑋

2
= 250) and standard deviation ( √

𝜎𝑋
2

2
= 176.77). 

Table 5: Base levels for parameter sensitivity analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Base level Range investigated 

Mean Sell-out 500 300 - 1,500 

CV of Sell-out 0.5 0.5 - 2.5 

Lead-time distributor 2 1 – 6 

Lead-time retailer 1 1 - 4 

Batching parameter 3 1-10 

TWOH Distributor 7 4 - 10 

TWOH Retailer 7 4 - 10 

#Retailers 1 1 - 7 
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Service level and service factor 

The service level set is also a parameter in the model. The safety stock required at Logitech is calculated 

with a certain service factor, that is calculated  from the service level that Logitech wants to achieve 

towards the distributor. However, since Logitech is modeled as an infinite source, the obtained service 

level is always 1 and varying the service level as input for the safety stock calculation has no impact on 

the other output measures. This means that the resulting safety stock is scaled exactly with the increase 

in the service factor (Table 6). 

Table 6: Service level and service factor relation 

  

 

 

The resulting safety stock costs in the different settings are therefore highly dependent on the service 

level set. The choice has been made to calculate the results for a service level of 0.9995, however these 

costs can easily be converted to a different service level with the table above. 

 

Initialization  

At the start of each run the channel is empty and the distributor and retailer will want to completely fill 

up their inventory. If both locations have high TWOH levels, this causes a large multiplier effect for the 

order of the distributor, with the first order in the first period being of size: 

This while only (TWOH0 + TWOH1) ∗ Di,t units are needed to fill up the channel. This causes a big order 

in the first period and then a period without orders (whereof the length depends on the TWOH levels) 

which causes an increase in the variability of the distributor orders and subsequently a high safety stock 

and BWE. To avoid this problem we could only start measuring after an initialization period, however 

with sufficiently high enough TWOH levels the required warm up period increases to up to 50 weeks, 

which will be a problem because the simulation length is only 104 weeks.  To solve this issue the run 

rate calculated by the distributor is divided by its TWOH level in the first 8 periods and additionally a 

warm-up period of 20 weeks is used where the KPI’s are not measured.  This generates smoother start-

up and makes sure the results are not skewed by the startup phase when the TWOH levels are set high. 

7.2.2 Partial information sharing analysis 

The following analysis investigates the effect of only using the demand and inventory data from part of 

the tier-2 customers. It is expected that the costs of obtaining the Tier-2 information are in a trade-off 

with the benefits provided by this information. In practice, the size of the retailers varies from big 

retailers that buy large quantities of products every week to smaller customers that only sporadically 

place an order at a distributor. This means that the sales per customer follow the Pareto principle: a 

small part of the customer base is responsible for the majority of sales. The cost of obtaining the 

demand and inventory information, however does have fixed factors in it per retailer regardless of the 

Service level 0.9 0.91 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.999 0.9995 0.9999 

Service factor 1.28 1.34 1.64 2.05 2.33 3.09 3.29 3.72 

O0,1 = TWOH0 ∗ TWOH1 ∗ Di,t (42)  
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retailer size. For this reason it is expected that there is an optimal point in the number of retailers that 

Logitech should obtain information from. 

To test this, a dataset is used that covers the historical sell-out of 7 retailers from 1 distributor in 

Germany. The historical sell-through of this distributor in FY-14 and FY-15 amounted to € 162,033,962, 

with the 7 retailers accounting for 75% of the sell-through (in value). The product set involved exists of 

262 different products; these are all products with a sell-through of at least 100 units in FY-15. For this 

set the sell-through to the 7 retailers amounts to € 112,596,274 which means that the dataset covers 

70% of the total sell-through ( in value) of the distributor. 

Over FY-15 the average weeks-on-hand inventory of the distributor was approximately 4.75 . Summed 

together, the retailers each held on average 6 weeks-on-hand inventory. The lead-time to the distributor 

is 2 weeks with a lead-time to the retailers of 1 week. Tests on several SKU’s give an estimate of the 

batching parameter of 3. This setting means that the distributor prefers to keep a safety stock of 2/3rd of 

the TWOH. With a TWOH level of 4.75 this indicates that the distributor wants to have 3.17 weeks of 

inventory at any time. Subsequently, only when the pallet quantity is lower than or equal to 1/3rd of the 

S level will the distributor want to place in full pallets only.  

In the analysis the number of retailers that share the demand information is varied. First, the retailers 

are sorted based on the percentage of sell-out that they represent (Table 7). One starting run is done 

without any information sharing, this will act as a base result. Next, seven different runs are done with 

the model for each of the information sharing scenario’s. In each run an additional retailer is added to 

the set of information sharing retailers. By doing this analysis we can investigate the relationship 

between the percentage of sell-out information that the distributor receives and the benefits associates 

with this.  
Table 7: Sell-out per retailer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a starting point the benefits are first calculated merely from the reduction in storage costs on the 

safety stock that Logitech needs to hold. The storage costs are paid per pallet location per week. Based 

on the number of products that can fit on a single pallet, these costs per pallet are converted to a cost 

per product Cℎ
𝑝

. Secondly, the reduction in safety stock lowers the amount of capital invested in 

inventory. This benefit will be calculated by looking at the reduction in the value of the safety stock in 

terms of cost-of-goods sold. Next to the benefits, there are costs tied to the use of more Tier-2 

Retailer Sell-out (units) % of total Cumulative 

1 1.617.350 35% 35% 

2 1.034.900 22% 57% 

3 815.870 18% 75% 

4 405.255 9% 83% 

5 371.311 8% 91% 

6 254.280 5% 97% 

7 146.068 3% 100% 

Total 4.645.034   
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information as well. When Logitech receives sell-out and inventory information from a retailer, it first 

has to process the data and insert it into a database. Logitech currently pays an external firm to handle 

this process. There is a cost for adding a new retailer and a cost per week per retailer.  

 

Two other costs are not taken into account in the model. These are the costs of obtaining the 

information from the customers and the cost of changing the processes at the replenishment 

department. Currently part of the retailers shares their information out of good will and therefore for 

these customers there is zero cost of obtaining the data. Additionally, there is a group of retailers where 

for the information is retrieved via the Price List Adjustment (PLA) program. This program provides the 

direct and indirect customers with price reductions for the products that actually get sold to the end-

customer.  Logitech requires the sell-out information from the retailers to verify that the sales actually 

happened and to provide the relevant parties with their reductions. It is therefore difficult to assign 

costs directly to the retrieval of this information, as it is part of a greater whole in the form of the PLA 

contract. For this reason it is assumed that there are no costs for obtaining the information from the 

customer. Moreover, there will be costs involved to change the processes at the replenishment 

department. As the formulation of the intervention step is outside of the scope of this research, these 

costs are not taken into account. Based on the benefits that are provided in this report, Logitech can 

decide whether these are large enough to cover for the potential information retrieval costs and process 

change costs. 

7.2.3 Inventory balance analysis 

The third analysis uses the same dataset and supply chain structure of one distributor supplying 7 

retailers as was used for the partial information sharing analysis. It investigates the so-called ‘balance 

assumption’ that is widely use in scientific research to apply echelon inventory control policies.  This 

assumption is often modelled by: 1) allowing negative quantities to be shipped to the retailers, 2) 

permitting immediate return (with no lead time) of stock at any retailer to the warehouse at no cost, or 

3) allowing the lateral transshipment (shipments between the retailers) of stock with the lead time of 

the receiving retailer at no cost. With this, the individual inventory levels at the retailers can be 

aggregated into a total echelon level that can then be used to calculate the optimal echelon inventory 

control policy.  

The analysis will look into the effects of non-stationary demand patterns on the inventory balance 

within the supply chain.  In the dataset the average historical sell-out can differ vastly between retailer, 

i.e. the retailers differ in size. This fact already causes a disparity in the inventory levels of the retailers. 

Therefore, to observe any unbalance in the supply chain, the fill-rates of the different retailers are 

examined to determine whether they could each fulfill their demand to the same degree.  
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8 Results of analyses 
This chapter shows the results from the three analyses described in the previous chapter. Firstly, an 

overview of the results of the parameter sensitivity analysis is given. The most interesting findings are 

then highlighted. Next, the benefits of information sharing are discussed. This covers both the partial 

information sharing analysis and the inventory balance analysis. Last, the impact of several assumptions 

in the model on the results for Logitech are discussed. 

8.1 Parameter sensitivity 

This first section focuses on the results of the parameter sensitivity analysis. As explained in 7.3.1, in this 

analysis the setting of a single parameter is varied while the remainder are kept constant. This is 

performed for all three information sharing scenario so any cross-effects between the scenario’s and the 

parameters can be observed. The full results per parameter setting are shown in appendix II. A summary 

of these results is provided below (Table 8).  For each of the parameters the impact on the five output 

measures is given. Additionally, the “scenario’s column provides information whether the effects were 

different between the three scenario’s.  

The table uses the following notation : 

++  indicates of a change of >20%  

+    indicates a positive change of  <20%  

0   no change 

-   indicates of a negative change of >20% 

--   indicates of a negative change of >20% 

The % change is measured between the maximum and minimum setting in the range of the parameter. 

Table 8: Parameter sensitivity analysis results 

 Bullwhip Forecast 
accuracy 

Safety 
stock 

Channel 
inventory 

Fill rate Scenario’s 

Mean  
Sell-out 

0 + ++ ++ 0 0 

CV of Sell-out - -- ++ ++ - 0 

Lead-time 
distributor 

0 - + 0 - 0 

Lead-time 
retailer 

- 0 ++ - - 
No change to bullwhip, channel 

inventory or Fill rate with scenario 2&3 

Batching 
parameter 

- 0 - - 0 0 

TWOH 
distributor 

++ 0 ++ ++ 0 
Smaller change to bullwhip, safety 
stock and channel inventory with 

scenario 2 & 3 

TWOH 
retailer 

++ -- ++ ++ + 
Smaller change to all measures in 

scenario 2 & 3, except fill rate. 

# of retailer -- + -- ++ 0 
Smaller change to bullwhip, safety 

stock and channel inventory in scenario 
2 & 3 
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First of all, an increase in the mean sell-out causes an increase in the channel inventory and the safety 

stock required. The increase in channel inventory is obvious: more inventory is needed to fulfill the 

weekly demand. Additionally, since the CV is kept the same at a base level of 0.5, the standard deviation 

of the demand increases in the same way as the mean sell-out. This larger standard deviation 

propagates through the supply chain and therefore causes a higher safety stock. In the same way a 

direct increase CV of the sell-out equals an increase in the standard deviation and therefore a higher 

safety stock.  

Next, with respect to the lead-time of the distributor, it is noteworthy to mention that the channel 

inventory stays the same because the inventory control policy does not take into account this lead-time. 

The TWOH is kept constant and therefore the channel inventory does not increase. The inventory only 

shifts in the supply chain from the distributor’ inventory to the in-transit of the distributor. With respect 

to the lead-time between the distributor and the retailer, it is observed that  that demand information 

sharing eliminates many negative effects. In scenario 2 and 3 there is no change to the output measures, 

except for the safety stock that still increases with lead-time of the retailer. 

 

The batching parameter was varied from 1 to 10. Practically, the batching behavior is hereby changed 

from significant batching to a situation without any batching. It is known that batching adds to the 

bullwhip and these results verify this since they show a decrease in the bullwhip when the parameter 

gets larger. Another parameter that has an impact on the bullwhip within the supply chain is the TWOH 

level at both the distributor and the retailer. A higher TWOH level for the retailer increases the bullwhip, 

the safety stock required and the channel inventory significantly. Additionally it leads to a higher fill-

rate, which makes sense with more inventory close to the end-customer. However, most importantly for 

this parameter is that there is a strong reduction in negative effects when the demand information is 

shared. This is in line with the results found by Chen, Drezner, Ryan and Simchi-Levi (2000) where the 

bullwhip reduced to an additive, rather than a multiplicative function over the lead-time.  

8.2 Information sharing benefits 

This section shows the results of the analysis into the information sharing benefits by the use of a 

historical dataset of one distributor and seven retailers. It will first cover the results of the model for the 

first scenario where no information is shared. These results are compared to what happened in reality 

and can further be used as a benchmark to compare the other two scenario’s with. Secondly, the results 

of the partial demand information sharing scenario are provided. In particular there will be a focus on 

the trade-off between the benefits and costs of obtaining the demand information from more retailers. 

Last, the results for the third scenario are discussed wherein an echelon inventory control model is 

applied.  

8.2.1 Results for model without information sharing 

Firstly, the model is run for the scenario without information sharing. To verify the model, the resulting 

inventory levels in the model are compared with the historical inventory levels of the supply chain under 

consideration. All data in this section is gathered for the same period as of the dataset:  FY-14 and FY-15.   
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Historically, the percentage of sell-in that went to the distributor was 7.2% of the total sell-in. From the 

distributor under evaluation, 64.7% of the sell-through went to the seven retailers that are included in 

the dataset. The remaining 35.3% went to other retailers outside of the scope. Next, from the retailers’ 

point of view: 62.5% of their ‘inbound’ sell-through came from this distributor and 37.5% came from 

other distributors. In terms of the inventory levels in the supply chain: the average inventory at the 

retailers has been estimated on 363.000 units, the average inventory at the distributor was around 

167.000 units and in the Logitech warehouse on average 11.000 pallet locations were filled.  

It is clear that the supply chain of Logitech can become very complex when a specific retailer places 

orders at multiple distributors (Fig. 16). It was even observed that throughout the same week a retailer 

placed orders for the same product at different distributors based on for example price differences. To 

accurately compare the real inventory levels with the inventory levels resulting from the model, these 

different flows need to be accounted for. 

Distributor
Retailers 

1-7

Other 
retailers

Logitech 
EMEA 

warehouse

Other 
distributors

End-
customer

7.2%

92.8%

64.7%

35.3%

62.5%

37.5%

Inventory:
167.000 units

Inventory: 
363.000 units

Inventory:
11.000 pallets

Sell-in Sell-through Sell-out

 

Figure 16: Historical product flows and inventory levels. 

The input of the model is the total sell-out of the seven retailers in the dataset. For this reason the 

simulated retailer inventory level should match this historical inventory of 217.000 units. The inventory 

of the distributor (167.000 units) is supporting both these seven retailers and several other retailers. For 

this reason this inventory needs to be multiplied with the percentage of its sell-through that went to the 

seven retailers (64.7%). However, in the model the entire sell-out of the  seven retailers is ordered at the 

distributor, instead of at multiple distributor which is what occurred historically. Therefore, the 

inventory of the distributor has to be adjusted again by dividing it with the percentage of sell-through 

that was ordered by the retailers at this distributor(62.5%). This results in an estimated inventory level 

of 173.000 units.  

Next, the same logic is used to assign the number of pallet locations at the Logitech warehouse to the 

sell-in towards this distributor. The percentage of sell-in was originally 7.2%, however this is corrected 

by multiplying it with the new distributor inventory level and dividing it by the historical inventory level. 

This results in a estimated  sell-in of 7.5% of the total, or 825 pallet locations. (Fig. 17) 
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Distributor
Retailers 

1-7

Logitech 
EMEA 

warehouse

End-
customer

173.000 units 217.000 units825 pallets

 
 Figure 17: Corrected historical inventory levels for the dataset under consideration 

 When running the model without any information sharing, the total simulated inventory at the 

retailer level is approximately 6.4% higher than in reality,  the inventory at the distributor is 4,9% higher, 

the number of pallets of safety stock at Logitech is 1.0% higher and the obtained fill rate equals 96.8%. A 

lower than 100% fill rate indicates that while in reality the products could get sold, in the model a stock-

out occurred. These are additional stock-outs on top of those that may already have occurred in real-

life. These stock-outs in real-life are not taken into account since the historical sell-out is used as input 

for the model and the historical stock-outs are unknown. Therefore in terms of sell-out and fill-rate, the 

model can only do as good as how Logitech did historically. The higher inventory levels in the model are 

also reasonable, because in practice there are many employees working on manually applying changes 

to the inventory control systems based on additional information that the system does not have, such as 

information about promotions or upcoming shortages. Therefore, the model output is considered very 

close to reality and representable enough to draw conclusions on for Logitech.  

Table 9: Inventory level comparison. 

 

 

 

  

*corrected for the scope of the supply chain 

8.2.2 Results for partial demand information sharing 

In this section the focus lies on the impact on the performance measures of incorporating the sell-out 

data into the model. The amount of sell-out data per retailer is shown in the table 7. First of all, the 

tradeoff between the fixed information processing costs per retailer and the reduction in storage costs is 

examined.   

 

It can be observed that having three retailers share their sell-out information gives the lowest total 

costs, a reduction of 7.6% compared to the base model. (Fig. 18) After this point the costs of processing 

the data outweigh the reduction in storage costs. A relevant question is whether this trade-off  point is 

determined by the percentage of sell-out that a retailer adds or the size of the retailer in value of sell-

out. This depends on the shape of the cost function for the information processing. For Logitech this 

cost only scales with the number of retailers and not their size or the number of products that they sell. 

For this reason only the size of the retailer in sell-out value plays a role whether or not Logitech should 

try to obtain their sell-out information.   

 # pallets in Logitech 
Warehouse 

Inventory at 
distributor 

Inventory at 
retailers 

Historical* 825 173.000 217.000 

Model output 833 181.449 230.858 

Difference +1.0% +4.9% +6.4% 
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Figure 18: Information processing and storage cost trade-off 

However, next to this, the five output measures  show even more significant improvement. 

As stated earlier, the projected reduction in capital invested in inventories will provide an indication on 

how much Logitech can spend on changing their business processes and on obtaining the sell-out data 

from the retailers (Table 10). 

Table 10: Partial information sharing impact on output measures 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

To summarize, the bullwhip shows a reduction of 23%, indicating a more stable signal towards  the 

Logitech warehouse. Although not within the scope of this research, this could have a large impact on 

the requirements placed upon the factories as well. A more stable demand patterns means less variable 

capacity requirements and subsequently cost-savings. Next, the forecasting accuracy increases with 

more than 5 percentage points. Since the forecasts are not only used for replenishment purposes, this 

could benefit multiple other business processes. The most interesting results are the reductions in safety 

stock (-27%) and channel inventory (-13%).  It can be observed that the most significant gains are made 

by including the first three to four retailers. This confirms the findings in the storage and information 

processing trade-off that the size of the retailer is the most important factor in the decision whether to 

obtain the sell-out data or not. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

C
o

st
s 

Percentage of sell-out shared 

Information
processing costs

Total costs

Storage costs

# of 
sharing 
retailers 

% of 
shared 
Sell-out 

Bullwhip Forecast 
Accuracy 

(in %) 

Fill rate 

0 0% 2,50 48,19 0,968 

1 35% 2,32 51,24 0,971 

2 57% 2,20 52,58 0,971 

3 75% 2,09 52,93 0,971 

4 83% 2,03 53,01 0,973 

5 91% 1,98 53,25 0,972 

6 97% 1,95 53,34 0,972 

7 100% 1,92 53,29 0,972 
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Figure 19: Partial information sharing impact on inventory levels 

8.2.3 Results for the echelon inventory control model 

The results from the parameter sensitivity analysis show that the echelon inventory control model 

always performs worse for the same set of parameters compared to the demand information sharing 

scenario. This is a very interesting result, however it is also very simple to explain.  

 

As already recognized by Lee, Padmanabhan & Whang (2004) the mere act of forecasting causes the 

bullwhip effect. In dynamic inventory control policies these forecasts are used to alter the order-up-to 

level and if in a specific period there is an increase in the demand, the forecast extrapolates this 

increase. With a TWOH, (K+L), or ConDOI inventory policy this increase will be multiplied with a certain 

factor to generate the new order-up-to level. The order placed thereafter will be larger than of the week 

before, both because of the higher order-up-to level and because the higher demand decreased the 

inventory level to a higher degree as well.  If the demand goes down afterwards, the same effect occurs 

but in the opposite direction. A lower demand means that the order-up-to level decreases and inventory 

level decreases with fewer units as well, making the gap between these two even smaller and 

subsequently lowering the size of the next order.  

 

For the echelon model the order-up-to levels of the individual locations are aggregated together to 

represent the echelon order-up-to level. The distributor then places orders  based on this echelon level 

and the echelon inventory level. If we consider the increase in demand as described earlier, this same 

increase will get multiplied with a larger number: the TWOH for the distributor and for the retailers 

combined.  This effect directly represents a higher bullwhip in the supply chain and subsequently higher 

inventory levels. For this reason it appears that only using the demand information is a better option 

than incorporating both the demand information and the retailer inventory levels in the case of a 

dynamic inventory control policy. However, the retailer inventory levels might be useful when trying to 

allocate during a shortage. With improved knowledge about the channel inventory status of both a 

distributor and the retailers it serves, a better choice can be made on where to allocate the products to. 

Although this part was outside of the research scope,  it can be an interesting topic for a new research. 

Additionally, based on the same dataset as used  in the partial information sharing analysis, the fill-

rates of the different retailers are calculated (Table 11).  What can be observed is that for retailer 4 and 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Number of retailers sharing sell-out information 

Channel Inv (value)

Safety stock (value)
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7 the fill-rate is (significantly) lower than for the others. In reality these differences are expected to be 

even worse because some retailers can receive priority over others.  

Table 11: Fill-rates of retailers and the total fill-rate of the supply chain 

Retailer 1 2 3 4   5 6 7 Total 

Fill-rate 99,3% 99,4% 98,9% 93,4% 97,5% 98,9% 96,9% 98,5% 

 

For this reason it is questionable whether the balance assumption is a realistic assumption to make in an 

inventory control policy dealing with non-stationary demand. With imbalances in the supply chain, more 

safety stock at the distributor will be required to reach a minimum fill-rate for each of the retailers.  

8.3 Expected effects of model assumptions 

With the results of the model known, it is also important to know what the potential impact is of the 

various assumptions that were made in the model. In this section the most important assumptions are 

highlighted.  

8.3.1 Constant lead-times  

Non-constant lead-times refer to the situation where the in-transit time between two locations varies 

for each shipment. This is not to be confused with varying lead-times caused by shortages, which is dealt 

with in the next section. Chatfield, Kim, Harrison & Hayya (2004) showed that a varying lead-time causes  

a higher bullwhip effect, reduced service levels and higher supply chain inventory levels. In their model 

they estimate that this could increase the standard deviation on the upstream ordering pattern with a 

factor of 0.1 for a lead-time CV of 0.25 and a factor of 0.5 for a lead-time CV of 0.75.  For this reason it is 

expected that the assumption of constant lead-times in the model will cause an underestimation of the 

bullwhip effect and the required inventory levels to reach a certain fill rate. 

8.3.2 Logitech as infinite source 

In the model the company is modelled as an infinite source that can always fulfill the demand from the 

distributor. This type of modelling is used very often, however Chatfield (2013) and Chatfield et al. 

(2004) found that this understates the bullwhip in the supply chain. In reality the upstream firm will 

sometimes stock-out as well, hereby causing an additional bullwhip effect.  At Logitech however, this 

effect is expected to be limited and only occurring for a small segment of their products, since for the 

majority of the  products an abundance of supply is available throughout the year.  

8.3.3 Allocation during shortages 

In the model all retailers are treated equally when there is a shortage at the distributor. While the 

policies of the different distributors are unknown, it is likely that some retailers will get prioritized, 

which in theory would give a higher probability for stock-outs at the non-priority customers. This would 

mean that the model performs better in terms of overall fill-rate. However, this difference is reduced by 

the actions of Logitech that, in the case of a severe stock-out, will try to coordinate the supply to the 

locations in the supply chain that require it the most.  
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9 Conclusions and recommendations 
This chapter is used to summarize the results from this research. First, the main conclusions are given 

that were obtained in the analysis phase. Afterwards, the implications and recommendations for the 

company and for scientific research on this topic are provided. Lastly, the limitations of this research are 

stated and areas for future research within the company and within the scientific literature are given.  

9.1 Conclusions 

The result of this research is the creation of a model for a diverging supply chain of one distributor 

replenishing N retailers. Three different scenarios are represented in the model: 1. No information 

sharing, 2. (Partial) Demand information sharing, and 3. (Partial) Demand and inventory information 

sharing. Here, the word ‘partial’ refers to the situation where only part of the customers share this 

information. At the start of this research several questions were formulated. With the results of the 

three analyses performed on the model we will try to answer each of these questions.  

“What is the benefit of using the downstream demand data (sell-out) instead of the sell-through as 

input for the inventory control system?” 

Firstly, the benefit of downstream demand information takes a big part into reducing the effects of high 

TWOH levels on the supply chain. The parameter sensitivity analysis showed that the TWOH levels at 

both the distributor and the retailers can have a big effect on the supply chain. Higher TWOH levels 

increase the bullwhip, the safety stock required and the channel inventory significantly. The model 

showed a strong reduction in these negative effects when the demand information is shared.  

Secondly, the analysis on the historical dataset from one distributor and seven retailers shows 

significant reductions in the channel inventory and the required safety stock at Logitech for the demand 

sharing scenario. With all seven retailers sharing their sell-out information, the safety stock could be 

decreased with 27% and channel inventory reduced up to 13%. Moreover, the bullwhip within the 

supply chain could decrease up to 23%, which could give significant benefits further upstream the supply 

chain as well. Lastly, the model showed an increase in forecasting accuracy of approximately 5 

percentage points, which could provide benefits for multiple business processes within Logitech. 

“What is the additional benefit of applying an echelon based inventory model to incorporate the Tier-

2 inventory positions?” 

The results from the parameter sensitivity analysis show that the echelon inventory control model 

always performs worse for the same set of parameters compared to scenario with solely demand 

information sharing. The reason for this is the combination of the echelon based inventory control 

model and the requirement of forecasting when dealing with a non-stationary demand pattern. The 

basic advantage of an echelon inventory model is that it can anticipate the supply requirements of the 

retailers before they actually place their orders. However, in combination with forecasting this 

anticipation only leads to an exaggeration of the bullwhip effect within the supply chain. It has become 

clear that the combination of an echelon model and non-stationary demand requires more attention, 

especially since non-stationary demand patterns are very common in real-life. 
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“What are the effects of receiving the data for only a part of the indirect customers (Tier-2) and how 

can the inventory control system cope with this? 

In the partial information sharing analysis the focus was put upon the trade-off between the specific 

costs of processing the sell-out data and the storage costs for the safety stock of Logitech. It could be 

observed that having three out of seven retailers share their sell-out information gave the lowest total 

costs, a reduction of 7.6% compared to the scenario without information sharing. At the start of the 

research it was thought that an initial lower bound of sell-out data would be required for it to be useful 

for the inventory control model. However, this was found to be untrue. Even when combining the sell-

out data of only a single retailer with the sell-through data from the other retailers as input for the 

forecasting process, this would still yield significant gains.  The only factor of importance is the size of 

the retailer: the benefits of incorporating the sell-out data scale with the retailer’ size, while the costs 

for processing the data do not. 

“Is the assumption of a balance in inventory within each Tier realistic in real-life supply chains?” 

This question was formulated because the assumption of a balance in inventory within each Tier is 

crucial for applying an echelon inventory model to a diverging supply chain. Although widely used by 

researchers, most recently this assumption has been questioned for its validity in real-life supply chains.  

For this purpose we have looked the fill-rates of the different retailers in the analysis on the dataset with  

historical demand data from seven retailers in the supply chain of Logitech. It could be observed that the 

model the fill-rate can vary quite significantly among retailers, where in reality these differences are 

expected to be even worse. For this reason this research confirms that the balance assumption does not 

seem very realistic for supply chains dealing with non-stationary demand.  

9.2 Implications and recommendations for Logitech 

This section is dedicated to highlighting the specific implications of the research for Logitech. 

 Incorporating available sell-out information. The results indicate that even including only a 

single retailer could show positive results as long as this retailer represents a large enough 

volume in sell-out. Therefore, with the current available information Logitech should already be 

able to make significant gains. Guided by the potential costs savings, Logitech should investigate 

in which way their systems could allow to include the sell-out data as input for the forecasting 

module currently used for generated the order proposals to the distributors and the related 

costs in changing these systems. 

 

 Obtaining and processing information from additional retailers. From the partial information 

sharing analysis it was observed that for retailers smaller than a certain size the costs of 

processing the data outweigh the potential benefits. Already Logitech is not processing data 

from specific retailers because their size was deemed too small for the information to be 

beneficial. Based on the gains made from the available sell-out information,  in this future this 

choice should be re-evaluated while taking into account the effects on the inventory control 

model.  
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 Supply chain structure. In this research it is assumed that the retailers always order at the same 

distributor. In reality however the percentage of sell-through ordered by a retailer at the same 

distributor varies from 20 to 100%. Applying the model to a situation with changing links 

between distributors and retailers is more complex because the sell-out of a retailer cannot 

simply be used in the forecasting process of a specific distributor anymore. This is a practical 

problem that will need to be tackled when investigating the specific business changes required 

to incorporate the sell-out in the inventory control model at Logitech. 

9.3 Implications for scientific research 

The literature overview in this thesis has showed several gaps in the current literature, in particular 

related to the problems that practitioners have in real-life supply chains. Additionally in the   

 Partial information sharing. Very little research has been done towards the impact of including 

information of only part of the customers in the inventory control process. Only Småros et al. 

(2003) seems to deal with this issue in a VMI setting. This topic is important since the benefits of 

information sharing will decrease with the customer size, while the costs for retrieving and 

integrating the information in the business processes are often fixed for certain factors. It could 

therefore be beneficial to only use information from a certain part of the customer base. On top 

of this, it would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible to use the known demand 

information to predict the demand patterns of the unknown customer base. In this way the 

costs of processing extra data can be avoided. Last, in the model used in this research the raw 

sell-through and sell-out data are simply combined before the forecasting process starts. 

Important questions are whether it is more beneficial to combine these two types of demand 

data in a later stage of the forecasting process. 

 

 Non-stationary demand patterns. The research surrounding the bullwhip effect and echelon 

models focusses on supply chains with stationary demand which allows mathematical 

tractability. However, firstly this limits the scope of research to situations where the bullwhip 

effect is understated. This causes an underestimation of the benefits of demand information 

sharing. Secondly, as was concluded in this research, the standard echelon model does not seem 

to be compatible with dynamic inventory control policies. The combination of these two is 

currently an unexplored topic. 

 

 Balance assumption echelon models. From the supply chain of Logitech it becomes clear that 

the assumption of a balance in the inventory levels is unrealistic in practical situations. The 

literature study showed that some researchers such as Marklund (2002) already have tried to 

incorporate the “imbalance” in the supply chain in the echelon inventory model. It is suggested 

to continue research in this area and to put a focus on methods that do not assume a balance in 

the inventory and to investigate methods that can aid practitioners in dealing with these 

imbalances. 
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9.4 Research limitations and areas for future research 

With the model used in this thesis we tried to approach the reality as close as possible to be able to 

clearly indicate the benefits of downstream information sharing. However, due to the restrictions on the 

size and length of the project it still has several limitations. These limitations are listed below: 

 Dataset of only one distributor. Due to time restrictions the model has so far only been tested 

for a single distributor. However, the model is made to cope with different datasets. For this 

reason Logitech can easily take the sell-out for the retailers linked to a different distributor and 

run the model again to increase the power of the results.   

 

 Order proposal acceptance. In conjunction with Logitech the assumption was made that all 

order proposals are accepted by the distributors. In reality the distributors have their own 

inventory control policies as well that they use as a comparison to the proposals that are 

created for them. The degree of acceptance will influence the resulting benefits of improving 

the Tier-1 order proposal process.  However, in a circular reasoning, any improvement to the 

order proposals is likely to increase the acceptance level as well.  

 

 Seasonality indices. The seasonality indices in this research were based on the weekly sell-out 

per product group. This was required because there are no seasonality indices calculated on the 

sell-out level so far. For simplicity reasons these indices were shifted by the average retailer 

lead-time to be used in the forecasting model of the distributor, instead of using the available 

indices within Logitech. Additionally, these are currently calculated on a monthly aggregation 

level for the sell-through by customer - product group combination. This approach can lead to 

varying results because of disturbances and randomness in the sell-through ordering pattern 

and a limited historical dataset of 3 years. Therefore, It is suggested to generate the seasonality 

indices on sell-out instead of sell-through data. 

 

 Allocation based on sell-out data. This research did not investigate potential benefits of 

changing the allocation method during shortages. The allocation method could also be based on 

data and in particular the Tier-2 inventory levels. Although an echelon inventory control model 

does not appear to create benefits for Logitech it could be beneficial to investigate this option, 

since an improved allocation method could lead to lower stock-outs. 
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Appendix I: Seasonality indices 
 

The partial information sharing and inventory balance analyses are being performed on a historical 

dataset of sell-out information. For this dataset the model incorporates seasonality indices in the 

forecasting process. The calculation of these and several observations are given in the section below. 

 

Seasonality index calculation 

The input for the seasonality calculation is the sell-out per product group over a period of 156 weeks. 

Firstly,  a centered moving average of 52 weeks is calculated for each week. The sales per week are then 

divided by the moving average to get the local seasonality indices. Next, the local seasonality indices for 

the same week in each year are averaged. These are all summed together, which gives a number close 

to 52. To correct for this small deviation the seasonality index for each week is divided by this sum and 

multiplied with 52. The results are shown numerically and graphically on the next pages in table 1a and 

1b and figures 1a and 1b. 

 

 

Figure 1a: Seasonality indices per product group  
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Figure 1b: Seasonality indices per product group  

 

Observations 

All categories show a spike in december of 1.5 – 3.0 times the normal sales per week. These are caused 

by the christmas period uplifting the sales. Next to this, product group E and H have an additional 

upliftin sales in July and August. A special category is the Product Group O. This group is a B2B category 

where the sales are very variable and often in large quantities after a certain period with low sales. If the 

normal seasonality calculation is applied then the seasonality indices would indicate spikes all over the 

year, mainly because only 3 years of data is available. Only with a larger dataset would these “random” 

spikes dissappear from the results. It is not assumed that these peaks in the different weeks are stable 

across years, therefore the seasonality indices for this category are set to 1 for all weeks. 
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Table 1a: Seasonality indices per product group 
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Date 
FY week 

# 

5-apr 1 0,79 0,83 0,87 0,71 0,69 0,73 0,78 0,74 1,21 0,90 0,85 0,86 0,85 0,87 1,00 

12-apr 2 0,94 0,86 0,96 0,77 0,84 0,69 0,89 0,74 0,92 0,94 0,99 0,94 0,91 0,93 1,00 

19-apr 3 0,86 0,81 0,83 0,76 0,83 0,58 0,75 0,66 0,90 0,91 0,85 0,89 0,89 0,86 1,00 

26-apr 4 0,83 0,79 0,88 0,79 0,90 0,67 0,71 0,71 1,13 0,88 0,84 0,88 0,90 0,87 1,00 

3-mei 5 0,83 0,82 0,88 0,79 0,87 0,65 0,71 0,99 0,74 0,85 0,80 0,80 0,88 0,84 1,00 

10-mei 6 0,77 0,82 0,88 0,81 0,90 0,62 0,73 0,68 0,90 0,82 0,78 0,83 0,91 0,83 1,00 

17-mei 7 0,85 0,74 0,77 0,71 0,75 0,54 0,71 0,69 0,92 0,83 0,76 0,83 0,85 0,79 1,00 

24-mei 8 0,81 0,75 0,78 0,68 0,80 0,54 0,62 0,69 0,54 0,83 0,77 0,86 0,83 0,86 1,00 

31-mei 9 0,80 0,83 0,84 0,74 1,10 0,78 0,78 1,00 0,65 0,81 0,82 0,82 0,98 0,94 1,00 

7-jun 10 0,80 0,87 0,88 0,76 1,06 0,79 0,82 1,04 0,89 0,80 0,84 0,80 1,09 0,87 1,00 

14-jun 11 0,88 0,81 0,88 0,76 1,05 0,78 0,77 0,95 0,83 0,81 0,87 0,84 0,96 0,80 1,00 

21-jun 12 0,88 0,77 0,79 0,74 1,04 0,81 0,75 1,01 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,83 0,95 0,79 1,00 

28-jun 13 0,99 0,85 0,94 0,87 1,18 0,91 0,84 1,33 0,79 0,94 0,89 0,90 1,17 0,88 1,00 

5-jul 14 0,98 0,90 0,92 0,96 1,24 0,92 0,86 1,49 0,96 0,88 0,89 0,88 0,97 0,82 1,00 

12-jul 15 0,93 0,85 0,85 0,93 1,29 0,84 0,87 1,59 0,76 0,89 0,87 0,88 1,04 0,81 1,00 

19-jul 16 0,95 0,82 0,80 0,88 1,26 0,82 0,81 1,42 0,65 0,83 0,85 0,85 0,95 0,74 1,00 

26-jul 17 0,82 0,80 0,78 0,83 1,35 0,83 0,83 1,31 0,69 0,83 0,84 0,80 0,95 0,72 1,00 

2-aug 18 0,89 0,93 0,92 0,86 1,31 1,00 0,87 1,16 0,75 0,86 0,91 0,91 1,01 0,74 1,00 

9-aug 19 0,85 0,93 0,88 0,82 1,16 1,03 0,88 1,08 0,68 0,88 0,87 0,93 0,93 0,73 1,00 

16-aug 20 0,92 0,90 0,88 0,83 1,02 1,22 0,95 1,47 0,68 0,85 0,99 0,91 0,91 0,77 1,00 

23-aug 21 0,97 1,02 0,88 0,83 0,93 0,85 0,95 1,24 0,50 0,86 0,93 0,96 0,93 0,76 1,00 

30-aug 22 1,02 0,97 0,93 0,84 0,94 0,94 0,95 1,15 0,58 0,96 1,05 1,02 0,94 0,85 1,00 

6-sep 23 1,04 0,97 0,90 0,78 0,99 1,19 0,94 1,02 0,51 0,93 0,97 0,97 0,60 0,85 1,00 
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 Table 1b: Seasonality indices per product group   
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Date 
FY week 

# 

13-sep 24 1,11 0,99 0,88 0,83 0,84 0,89 0,93 0,93 0,53 1,04 1,00 1,06 0,61 0,93 1,00 

20-sep 25 1,03 0,96 0,79 0,84 0,78 0,89 0,91 0,85 0,64 0,97 0,98 1,01 0,64 0,83 1,00 

27-sep 26 1,08 0,96 0,86 1,01 0,93 0,93 0,90 0,85 0,65 0,99 0,96 1,01 0,65 0,88 1,00 

4-okt 27 1,03 1,00 0,89 1,09 0,71 0,93 0,92 0,77 0,73 1,00 1,02 1,01 0,66 0,85 1,00 

11-okt 28 1,10 1,02 0,91 1,09 0,65 1,06 1,03 0,88 0,75 1,04 1,01 1,09 0,64 0,83 1,00 

18-okt 29 1,06 0,94 0,86 1,03 0,60 1,41 0,91 0,77 0,83 1,02 0,97 1,04 0,62 0,75 1,00 

25-okt 30 1,10 0,94 0,84 0,98 0,61 0,94 0,99 0,78 0,83 1,04 0,99 1,06 0,64 0,80 1,00 

1-nov 31 0,99 0,97 0,92 1,08 0,66 1,02 1,02 0,64 0,91 1,06 0,98 1,07 0,74 0,84 1,00 

8-nov 32 1,06 1,05 1,04 1,09 0,64 1,16 1,17 0,79 1,02 1,06 1,01 1,08 0,88 0,87 1,00 

15-nov 33 1,15 1,07 0,98 1,05 0,61 1,15 1,19 0,73 0,78 1,17 1,03 1,14 0,90 0,92 1,00 

22-nov 34 1,07 1,07 1,01 1,07 0,80 1,24 1,13 0,79 0,90 1,14 1,05 1,13 0,98 1,05 1,00 

29-nov 35 1,11 1,26 1,31 1,29 1,21 1,55 1,25 1,38 1,34 1,23 1,22 1,17 1,18 1,49 1,00 

6-dec 36 1,12 1,44 1,48 1,57 1,52 1,52 1,32 1,56 1,31 1,25 1,26 1,21 1,31 1,65 1,00 

13-dec 37 1,24 1,59 1,74 1,81 2,11 1,73 1,55 1,82 1,79 1,36 1,38 1,35 1,71 2,06 1,00 

20-dec 38 1,43 2,03 2,18 2,28 3,12 2,06 2,00 2,68 2,36 1,48 1,63 1,47 2,23 2,81 1,00 

27-dec 39 1,10 1,76 1,83 2,21 2,36 1,76 1,91 1,71 1,58 1,24 1,48 1,21 2,18 1,96 1,00 

3-jan 40 0,89 1,36 1,41 1,75 1,21 1,62 1,65 1,01 1,54 1,08 1,21 1,06 1,60 1,25 1,00 

10-jan 41 1,05 1,16 1,20 1,22 0,98 1,39 1,22 0,84 1,32 1,14 1,12 1,11 1,25 1,13 1,00 

17-jan 42 1,07 1,08 1,10 1,11 0,77 1,10 1,18 0,79 1,13 1,15 1,14 1,13 1,10 1,14 1,00 

24-jan 43 1,14 1,03 1,05 1,02 0,75 1,00 1,31 0,79 1,50 1,15 1,14 1,10 1,08 1,06 1,00 

31-jan 44 1,15 1,05 1,08 1,03 0,82 1,11 1,14 0,70 1,39 1,13 1,09 1,08 1,03 1,08 1,00 

7-feb 45 1,08 1,02 0,99 0,97 0,72 0,94 1,03 0,66 1,18 1,07 1,03 1,03 1,04 1,06 1,00 

14-feb 46 1,03 0,98 1,03 0,97 0,71 0,85 0,98 0,74 1,60 1,10 1,06 1,12 1,08 1,08 1,00 

21-feb 47 1,14 0,99 0,98 0,97 0,70 0,87 1,03 0,64 1,43 1,07 1,17 1,06 1,05 0,98 1,00 

28-feb 48 1,11 0,99 0,97 0,86 0,66 0,87 0,96 0,85 1,62 1,06 1,00 1,04 1,01 0,95 1,00 

7-mrt 49 0,96 0,96 0,94 0,86 0,71 0,85 0,88 0,68 1,14 1,01 1,05 1,02 0,99 0,97 1,00 

14-mrt 50 1,06 0,87 0,87 0,77 0,73 0,79 0,81 0,63 1,00 1,01 0,94 0,97 0,92 0,91 1,00 

21-mrt 51 1,00 0,88 0,89 0,78 0,74 0,71 0,92 0,71 1,10 1,01 0,95 0,97 0,92 0,96 1,00 

31-mrt 52 1,15 0,96 1,04 0,93 0,84 0,92 1,00 0,84 1,16 1,05 1,08 1,02 0,97 1,01 1,00 
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Appendix II: Parameter sensitivity analysis 
 

Each of the parameter settings in the model has a specific effect on the output measures. For this 

reason a parameter sensitivity analysis has been done. To test the effects of each of the parameters 

separately a ‘one-at-a-time sensitivity measure’ is performed. For each parameter the value is changed 

to multiple levels while leaving all others constant. This will provide information on the sensitivity of the 

results to this single parameter.  The base levels for all the parameters and the ranges wherein the 

parameters are varied are shown below:  

Table 2: Base levels, ranges and table references 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For every setting the model has been run 100 times, with each run having a length of 104 weeks. In 

each run the sell-out is generated randomly from a normal distribution based on the given mean and 

standard deviation. The results of the analysis are measured with five output measures: bullwhip, 

forecast accuracy, safety stock, channel inventory and fill rate. For every setting the average result and 

the standard deviation over the 100 runs is given per output measure.  This standard deviation gives an 

indication how variable the results were per parameter setting and whether a difference in the average 

result between two parameter settings was valid for most runs. Additionally, for each parameter change 

the results are measured for all three information sharing scenario’s: 1. No information sharing, 2. 

Demand information sharing, 3. Demand and inventory information sharing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Parameter Base level Range Table 

Mean Sell-out 500 units 300 – 1.500 3 

CV of Sell-out 0.5 0.5 - 2.5 4 

Lead-time distributor 1 1 - 6 5 

Lead-time retailer 2 1 - 4 6 

Batching parameter 3 1 - 10 7 

TWOH Distributor 7 4 - 10 8 

TWOH Retailer 7 4 - 10 9 

#Retailers 1 1 - 7 10 

Service level Logitech 0.9999 - - 

Pallet quantity 980 units - - 

Carton quantity 10 units - - 
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Table 3: Results of varying Mean 

  

 Sell-out 
Mean 
(Units)  

Bullwhip 
Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory (units) 

Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

300 2,63 (0,21) 44,14 (4,45) 2024 (197,74) 4125 (245,88) 1,00 (0) 

600 2,80 (0,23) 50,76 (4,83) 4302 (333,8) 8784 (464,51) 1,00 (0) 

900 2,73 (0,23) 55,61 (4,24) 6270 (524,47) 12823 (689,15) 1,00 (0) 

1.200 2,69 (0,23) 52,74 (3,85) 8313 (700,27) 16975 (928,06) 1,00 (0) 

1.500 2,64 (0,21) 50,50 (3,97) 10314 (782,82) 21001 (1071,95) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
2 

300 2,23 (0,15) 47,35 (4,4) 1700 (155,17) 4012 (232,52) 1,00 (0) 

600 2,36 (0,18) 53,01 (3,37) 3640 (281,98) 8602 (383,71) 1,00 (0) 

900 2,24 (0,13) 61,86 (3,31) 5148 (395,33) 12596 (593,77) 1,00 (0) 

1.200 2,22 (0,15) 57,18 (2,45) 6769 (515,16) 16547 (845,12) 1,00 (0) 

1.500 2,22 (0,12) 55,06 (2,67) 8364 (609,03) 20612 (1165,17) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
3 

300 2,90 (0,2) 47,07 (3,52) 2204 (191,51) 4465 (256,35) 1,00 (0) 

600 2,91 (0,24) 53,25 (3,34) 4458 (411,67) 9051 (448,09) 1,00 (0) 

900 2,95 (0,2) 61,65 (3,69) 6724 (479,37) 13524 (631,56) 1,00 (0) 

1.200 2,93 (0,21) 57,12 (2,23) 8920 (710,59) 17952 (759,26) 1,00 (0) 

1.500 2,93 (0,2) 54,36 (2,76) 11118 (937,85) 22238 (1064,77) 1,00 (0) 
 

 
Table 4: Results of varying CV 

  

 Sell-out 
CV  

Bullwhip 
Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory (units) 

Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

0,5 3,00 (0,26) 44,04 (4,52) 3919 (290,24) 7493 (463,25) 1,00 (0) 

1 2,19 (0,19) 34,72 (5,04) 4900 (479,45) 8195 (773,62) 0,99 (0,02) 

1,5 1,91 (0,17) 30,71 (4,79) 5867 (645,51) 9124 (1185,14) 0,96 (0,02) 

2 1,80 (0,18) 29,00 (4,7) 7011 (755,37) 10654 (1526,34) 0,95 (0,03) 

2,5 1,77 (0,17) 26,29 (4,61) 7965 (1066,19) 11829 (1809,3) 0,94 (0,03) 

Scenario 
2 

0,5 2,46 (0,18) 47,72 (3) 3190 (247,16) 7242 (370,83) 1,00 (0) 

1 1,95 (0,14) 40,64 (4,1) 4294 (387,8) 7984 (753,96) 0,99 (0,02) 

1,5 1,77 (0,14) 37,03 (4,15) 5313 (482,3) 9211 (903,95) 0,97 (0,03) 

2 1,68 (0,13) 34,76 (4,12) 6307 (741,82) 10384 (1099,87) 0,96 (0,03) 

2,5 1,66 (0,15) 34,04 (4,12) 7154 (891,38) 11804 (1585,86) 0,94 (0,04) 

Scenario 
3 

0,5 3,00 (0,24) 47,59 (2,8) 3765 (323,27) 7626 (349,69) 1,00 (0) 

1 2,44 (0,2) 41,16 (4,58) 5547 (585,18) 8942 (667,44) 0,99 (0,01) 

1,5 2,24 (0,17) 37,35 (4,1) 6687 (810,07) 10229 (1024,09) 0,97 (0,02) 

2 2,18 (0,23) 35,72 (4,28) 7940 (1139,72) 12012 (1535,62) 0,96 (0,03) 

2,5 2,17 (0,2) 34,51 (3,9) 9541 (1377,91) 13973 (1942,33) 0,95 (0,04) 
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Table 5: Results of varying distributor lead-time 

  
Leadtime 

distributor 
(weeks) 

Bullwhip 
Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory 

(units) 
Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

1 3,05 (0,24) 44,72 (4,06) 3854 (248,2) 7522 (407,99) 1,00 (0) 

2 3,03 (0,23) 43,95 (4,57) 3844 (262,56) 7441 (474) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,98 (0,25) 43,79 (4,42) 3829 (234,37) 7409 (428,41) 1,00 (0,01) 

4 2,99 (0,27) 43,49 (4,98) 3766 (241,98) 7354 (500,79) 0,98 (0,02) 

5 3,02 (0,25) 42,08 (4,48) 3697 (227,69) 7241 (465,17) 0,94 (0,02) 

6 3,06 (0,25) 38,21 (4,57) 3570 (192,98) 6977 (428,17) 0,89 (0,03) 

Scenario 
2 

1 2,47 (0,2) 48,08 (3,3) 3112 (212,09) 7197 (345,38) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,49 (0,19) 46,59 (3,56) 3180 (225,23) 7093 (401,65) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,49 (0,18) 47,88 (3,19) 3153 (227,47) 7212 (383,75) 1,00 (0,01) 

4 2,50 (0,18) 47,89 (2,77) 3113 (223,86) 7233 (333,88) 0,98 (0,02) 

5 2,55 (0,21) 48,17 (3,2) 3035 (213,29) 7214 (349,45) 0,94 (0,02) 

6 2,60 (0,21) 48,34 (3,25) 2955 (202,19) 7268 (358,71) 0,89 (0,03) 

Scenario 
3 

1 3,01 (0,25) 47,19 (3,12) 3822 (339,97) 7635 (396,21) 1,00 (0) 

2 3,01 (0,24) 47,01 (3,31) 3829 (317,31) 7581 (387,9) 1,00 (0) 

3 3,01 (0,26) 47,23 (3,11) 3792 (347,98) 7570 (400,48) 1,00 (0,01) 

4 2,98 (0,26) 47,49 (3,61) 3713 (333,5) 7574 (397,54) 0,98 (0,02) 

5 3,01 (0,27) 47,70 (3,44) 3604 (310,63) 7589 (404,65) 0,94 (0,03) 

6 3,15 (0,31) 48,67 (3,33) 3545 (344,05) 7681 (391,76) 0,89 (0,03) 

 
Table 6: Results of varying retailer lead-time 

 

Leadtime 
retailer 
(weeks) 

Bullwhip 
Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory 

(units) 
Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

1 3,01 (0,24) 44,38 (4,64) 3848 (253,38) 7458 (455,84) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,88 (0,28) 44,17 (4,17) 4689 (337,41) 7348 (422,62) 1,00 (0,01) 

3 2,75 (0,24) 43,10 (5,17) 5168 (335,15) 7019 (597,59) 0,99 (0,02) 

4 2,78 (0,26) 39,98 (5,21) 5745 (555,83) 6207 (831,44) 0,94 (0,07) 

Scenario 
2 

1 2,45 (0,18) 47,46 (3,12) 3136 (210,85) 7156 (371,41) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,43 (0,17) 47,48 (3,4) 3779 (252,87) 7095 (419,28) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,39 (0,17) 47,35 (3,37) 4302 (268) 7101 (412,43) 1,00 (0) 

4 2,30 (0,23) 47,15 (3,37) 4636 (407,49) 6871 (403,42) 1,00 (0,01) 

Scenario 
3 

1 2,95 (0,26) 47,62 (3,3) 3775 (332,11) 7646 (354,83) 1,00 (0) 

2 3,01 (0,28) 47,14 (3,38) 4683 (463,43) 7623 (343,31) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,92 (0,26) 47,51 (3,13) 5239 (487,58) 7529 (321,5) 1,00 (0) 

4 2,91 (0,25) 47,03 (3,07) 5993 (509,97) 7405 (430,09) 1,00 (0) 
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Table 7: Results of varying the batching parameter 

  
Batching 

Parameter 
Bullwhip 

Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory 

(units) 
Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

1 2,97 (0,23) 44,09 (4,36) 3775 (237,88) 7459 (347,33) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,96 (0,24) 44,10 (4,49) 3807 (267,84) 7510 (440,12) 1,00 (0) 

3 3,00 (0,23) 43,89 (4,66) 3850 (244,94) 7403 (461,92) 1,00 (0) 

4 2,89 (0,29) 44,85 (4,7) 3647 (372,31) 6996 (523,52) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,62 (0,23) 42,55 (5,16) 3410 (327,93) 6811 (384,45) 1,00 (0) 

6 2,59 (0,18) 43,15 (4,43) 3320 (225,73) 6773 (363,36) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,62 (0,19) 43,39 (4,81) 3328 (268,7) 6792 (362,32) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,61 (0,2) 43,53 (4,38) 3359 (257,65) 6815 (339,69) 1,00 (0) 

9 2,63 (0,21) 43,47 (4,65) 3327 (244,33) 6781 (374,58) 1,00 (0) 

10 2,60 (0,2) 44,60 (5,39) 3281 (258,48) 6759 (346,63) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
2 

1 2,43 (0,2) 48,21 (3,12) 3094 (212,77) 7300 (355,49) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,40 (0,17) 47,60 (2,98) 3078 (213,12) 7206 (340,11) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,51 (0,2) 47,74 (3,28) 3159 (236,36) 7224 (385,84) 1,00 (0) 

4 2,47 (0,2) 47,09 (4,42) 3126 (266,09) 6901 (461,14) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,22 (0,14) 46,59 (4,39) 2830 (207,51) 6662 (343,88) 1,00 (0) 

6 2,20 (0,14) 47,40 (3,86) 2777 (213,6) 6639 (341,19) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,20 (0,12) 46,89 (3,67) 2800 (230,49) 6681 (330,15) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,18 (0,15) 47,59 (3,73) 2796 (196,29) 6761 (312,26) 1,00 (0) 

9 2,18 (0,12) 47,11 (4,27) 2778 (172,08) 6646 (294,56) 1,00 (0) 

10 2,21 (0,14) 47,41 (4,09) 2800 (227,8) 6662 (350,52) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
3 

1 2,89 (0,24) 47,44 (2,65) 3685 (319,17) 7554 (397,47) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,96 (0,27) 47,31 (3,27) 3728 (357,94) 7561 (358,66) 1,00 (0) 

3 2,97 (0,23) 47,42 (3,09) 3767 (347,33) 7634 (374,2) 1,00 (0) 

4 3,04 (0,25) 46,74 (3,76) 3863 (359,8) 7485 (425,23) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,89 (0,21) 47,27 (4,09) 3685 (291,02) 7417 (353,18) 1,00 (0) 

6 2,88 (0,2) 47,08 (4,22) 3677 (323,98) 7463 (384,26) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,88 (0,18) 47,28 (4,12) 3665 (273,21) 7469 (428,46) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,90 (0,18) 47,98 (4,02) 3645 (294,72) 7471 (346,7) 1,00 (0) 

9 2,91 (0,24) 47,39 (4,38) 3662 (280,52) 7419 (323,55) 1,00 (0) 

10 2,87 (0,21) 47,28 (3,74) 3701 (277,97) 7491 (380,93) 1,00 (0) 
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Table 8: Results of varying the TWOH for the distributor 

  
TWOH 

Distributor 
Bullwhip 

Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory 

(units) 
Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

4 2,45 (0,18) 44,16 (4,99) 3142 (196,97) 5566 (375,37) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,66 (0,2) 43,98 (4,4) 3443 (253,86) 6259 (362,17) 1,00 (0) 

6 2,83 (0,21) 43,98 (4,26) 3634 (216,93) 6780 (427,34) 1,00 (0) 

7 3,03 (0,28) 43,96 (4,46) 3931 (298,17) 7477 (441,33) 1,00 (0) 

8 3,13 (0,25) 43,16 (4,51) 4074 (263,63) 8053 (416,9) 1,00 (0) 

9 3,25 (0,3) 43,48 (4,66) 4198 (342,98) 8610 (484,67) 1,00 (0) 

10 3,32 (0,27) 43,57 (4,35) 4324 (298,71) 9245 (566,87) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
2 

4 2,18 (0,18) 47,58 (2,95) 2765 (167,7) 5509 (283,54) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,30 (0,15) 46,97 (3,05) 2968 (209,12) 6054 (332,87) 1,00 (0) 

6 2,46 (0,18) 47,36 (2,82) 3108 (207,71) 6662 (313,45) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,48 (0,18) 47,33 (2,71) 3175 (228,46) 7164 (319,38) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,52 (0,18) 47,50 (3,01) 3200 (255,8) 7713 (362,22) 1,00 (0) 

9 2,59 (0,19) 47,55 (3,58) 3310 (288,43) 8279 (475,7) 1,00 (0) 

10 2,65 (0,18) 47,00 (2,69) 3363 (256,48) 8678 (436,37) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
3 

4 2,77 (0,21) 48,15 (3,06) 3579 (291,94) 6070 (278,82) 1,00 (0) 

5 2,86 (0,23) 47,35 (2,81) 3669 (337,13) 6534 (280,2) 1,00 (0) 

6 3,00 (0,23) 47,10 (3,28) 3796 (312,25) 7061 (325,22) 1,00 (0) 

7 3,01 (0,27) 46,94 (3,49) 3868 (379,31) 7622 (384,6) 1,00 (0) 

8 3,02 (0,27) 47,57 (3,55) 3844 (364,09) 8170 (430,32) 1,00 (0) 

9 3,11 (0,25) 47,58 (3,26) 3897 (407,9) 8704 (409,88) 1,00 (0) 

10 3,10 (0,28) 47,16 (3,44) 4006 (379,33) 9145 (491,5) 1,00 (0) 
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Table 9: Results of varying the TWOH for the retailers 

  
TWOH 

Retailers 
Bullwhip 

Forecast 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Safety stock 
(Units) 

Channel 
Inventory 

(units) 
Fill rate 

Scenario 
1 

4 2,17 (0,14) 50,35 (4,24) 1576 (125,68) 2972 (178,23) 0,95 (0,02) 

5 2,34 (0,16) 47,35 (4,03) 1772 (121,92) 3365 (188,18) 0,99 (0,01) 

6 2,48 (0,18) 44,87 (4,42) 1914 (136,12) 3705 (203,27) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,65 (0,23) 43,35 (4,5) 2064 (215,58) 4145 (280,06) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,95 (0,35) 41,12 (4,28) 2301 (300,24) 4593 (378,9) 1,00 (0) 

9 3,49 (0,36) 34,78 (4,33) 2678 (262,08) 5169 (407,42) 1,00 (0) 

10 3,75 (0,36) 26,98 (2,75) 2872 (196,85) 5599 (352,86) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
2 

4 1,96 (0,11) 52,34 (4,03) 1418 (95,41) 3080 (156,44) 0,95 (0,02) 

5 2,02 (0,12) 49,96 (4) 1544 (108,4) 3378 (174,66) 0,99 (0,01) 

6 2,13 (0,13) 48,29 (3,85) 1622 (134,02) 3689 (197,27) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,23 (0,13) 46,14 (4,03) 1738 (148,54) 4049 (224,21) 1,00 (0) 

8 2,47 (0,24) 44,30 (3,65) 1879 (184,07) 4403 (285,62) 1,00 (0) 

9 2,84 (0,27) 39,78 (2,93) 2123 (180,32) 4871 (307,41) 1,00 (0) 

10 3,02 (0,25) 34,66 (2,54) 2336 (134,61) 5372 (306,01) 1,00 (0) 

Scenario 
3 

4 2,61 (0,18) 51,78 (4,95) 1900 (134,73) 3517 (168,98) 0,94 (0,02) 

5 2,72 (0,18) 49,47 (4,31) 2044 (145,89) 3835 (202,34) 0,99 (0,01) 

6 2,79 (0,19) 48,67 (3,96) 2118 (171,95) 4102 (213,51) 1,00 (0) 

7 2,95 (0,2) 46,89 (4,39) 2232 (183,34) 4512 (235,35) 1,00 (0) 

8 3,09 (0,27) 44,47 (4,14) 2354 (227,74) 4899 (262,52) 1,00 (0) 

9 3,28 (0,3) 39,58 (3,33) 2528 (231,29) 5291 (322,17) 1,00 (0) 

10 3,49 (0,28) 34,84 (2,35) 2631 (220,28) 5651 (278,2) 1,00 (0) 
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Table 9: Results of varying the number of retailers 

  
 # of 

retailers  
Bullwhip 

Forecast 
Accuracy 

Safety stock 
Channel 

Inventory 
Fillrate 

Scenario 
1 

1 3,04 (0,25) 44,22 (4,51) 3825 (378,22) 7417 (744,34) 1,00 (0) 

2 2,48 (0,2) 47,81 (3,22) 3167 (224,47) 7231 (341,5) 1,00 (0) 

3 3,01 (0,24) 46,93 (3,16) 3821 (344,83) 7570 (390,68) 1,00 (0) 

4 1,37 (0,11) 46,53 (4,49) 3116 (235,43) 6836 (335,44) 1,00 (0,01) 

5 1,29 (0,12) 47,08 (4,37) 2906 (239,9) 6740 (330,3) 0,99 (0,01) 

6 1,52 (0,11) 47,10 (4,1) 3442 (279,3) 7124 (337,3) 0,99 (0,01) 

7 0,87 (0,07) 48,19 (4,75) 2924 (251,25) 6894 (302,95) 0,99 (0,01) 

Scenario 
2 

1 0,82 (0,07) 49,31 (3,94) 2800 (246,53) 6954 (331,31) 0,99 (0,01) 

2 0,95 (0,08) 49,71 (4,86) 3181 (278,37) 7094 (330,8) 0,99 (0,01) 

3 0,64 (0,06) 50,90 (4,88) 2786 (256,92) 7016 (366,23) 0,98 (0,01) 

4 0,63 (0,05) 51,60 (4,58) 2708 (191,59) 7041 (345,79) 0,98 (0,01) 

5 0,70 (0,05) 51,13 (3,67) 3069 (196,95) 7213 (286,69) 0,98 (0,01) 

6 0,53 (0,04) 52,95 (3,66) 2729 (231,95) 7179 (318,03) 0,98 (0,01) 

7 0,51 (0,05) 53,91 (4,13) 2646 (233,57) 7228 (333,99) 0,98 (0,01) 

Scenario 
3 

1 0,57 (0,05) 53,62 (4,37) 2918 (244,25) 7265 (389,45) 0,98 (0,01) 

2 0,43 (0,04) 56,21 (4,06) 2635 (227,07) 7416 (339,85) 0,97 (0,01) 

3 0,44 (0,04) 55,72 (3,55) 2637 (230,63) 7413 (299,37) 0,97 (0,01) 

4 0,48 (0,04) 55,79 (3,69) 2851 (221,34) 7463 (309,63) 0,97 (0,01) 

5 0,39 (0,03) 57,26 (3,68) 2630 (243,83) 7501 (347,59) 0,97 (0,01) 

6 0,37 (0,03) 58,25 (3,76) 2519 (208,65) 7544 (330,1) 0,97 (0,01) 

7 0,41 (0,03) 57,63 (3,86) 2783 (240,32) 7593 (301,75) 0,97 (0,01) 
 

 

 


